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CHAPTER I

Jake sighed, this was not an ideal situation - not an

ideal situation at all. He trudged up the driveway, following

the university’s Dean. Something about this felt wrong, but he

couldn’t put his finger on it. He looked over his shoulder at

the others trailing behind him. These people were going to be

his roommates; boy, girl, tall, short, none alike in any way.

Jake turned his gaze to the beaten-down two-storey house. The

paint was peeling off the weatherboard with some of the roof

tiles broken or missing completely. The gardens were minimal

and mostly dead. Jake thought to himself that it must be illegal

for the university to house students in a home of such poor

quality. He sighed again, frustrated at his lack of options.

The group ascended the two steps and gathered on the front

porch as they waited for the Dean to find the right key to

unlock the door.
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“Welcome to Smith House, or as you will all know it: your

last resort.” Dean Olson turned the key in the rusty lock and

gave the door a shove. The house groaned its welcome.

Jake entered first, coughing at the dust swirling through

the air. He took off his glasses and rubbed his eyes. He thought

back to the previous week when he found out his application

for on-campus accommodation had been denied.

Jake returned his glasses to the slight crook of his nose.

“What do you mean you’re full up?”

“Sorry,” the guy said, no sympathy in his voice. “There’s

no more rooms left.” He turned back to his computer, typing

away.

“But I put my application in for a room months ago,” Jake

protested.

“And the people who got in before you put it in six months

ago; they won!”

“What am I meant to do then?” Jake asked.

The man shrugged nonchalantly and continued on with his

work. He couldn’t care less about Jake and his problems.

Jake dropped his shoulders in defeat. “Are there any places

to rent around here?” Jake didn’t exactly have money for an

apartment.

A sly smile crept across the guy’s lips. “Oh yeah. There’s

a great little place not too far from here. It’s owned by the

university. You’ll love it.” His words didn’t match his

condescending tone.

Jake nodded.  “Thanks.”
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Jake’s business-style black suitcase trailed behind him,

getting stuck on the threshold. He felt it holding him back,

and wondered if it was a sign. Shaking the silly thought from

his head, he continued inside. He looked around, shoving his

glasses back on. The decor wasn’t exactly his taste; definitely

better without the glasses.

Next in line was Aadita. “Do you mind?” She questioned

Jake.

“Do you mind?” Aadita shouted in vain, banging on her

bedroom wall. “Shut the hell up!”

The music blared through the thin walls of the dorm room.

She couldn’t tell if the racket was next door, or inside her

skull.

Classes had yet to begin, but she was already leaning

over an open textbook. Coming from a not-so-prosperous part of

India, Aadita was used to noise, but she didn’t see how this

noise could be called music.

The bass shook the walls and her desk.

“That’s it!” Aadita slammed the book shut. She shoved her

chair back, almost tipping it over, and stormed out of the

room.

“Sorry,” Jake said, moving to the side and out of her

way.

Aadita hadn’t expected a co-ed living arrangement, but

was determined to make her limited time at university work.
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Reb stood in line in the university’s student services

office, waiting for directions to the off-campus living she

had been assigned to; she was late as usual. She had her cello

case strapped to her back like a backpack, and her guitar case

in her hand. Her duffel bag, filled to the brim, laid at her

feet. Without noticing, she had begun to fiddle with the ends

of her long brown hair. She had been meaning to get it cut. 

The receptionist came out from the back offices with some papers

in her hand.

“Alrighty,” she beamed. “Let’s get you back on track.”

Reb tried to fake a smile but the ladies enthusiasm made her

uncomfortable.

“The Smith House is not far from the university campus.

It’s about a ten-minute walk, or a five-minute drive. I’ve

printed out some maps for you and a bus timetable.” The

receptionist handed Reb the papers. “Mr Olson, the Dean, should

be there already, taking the others through. Would you like me

to call a taxi for you?”

“Nope, it’s fine, I can walk.” Reb grabbed her bag, feeling

the strain on her shoulders. “Thanks for all your help.”

“So how many of us are gonna be living here?” Ryan squeezed

through the doorway back at Smith House, his broad shoulders

almost hitting the frame. He carried a large bag in each hand,

and proudly wore his team’s football jersey.

“Seven,” the Dean replied. “Six new, one remaining.”

“Seven? I didn’t sign up for a party house.” Aadita scrutinised

the boys.
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“You don’t have to worry about me,” Jake said. He looked

to Ryan.

“And what’s that supposed to mean?” Ryan squared his

shoulders and faced the shorter man.

Aadita rolled her eyes and shook her head.

“What did I say, Mr Meyers?” Dean Olson warned Ryan.

“You heard me!”

Ryan clenched his fists. “You better watch your mouth

Keegan.” He took a step toward the offending male student.

They were standing in the dorm room they had shared for two

years.

“Or what?” Keegan - flanked by his mates - laughed.

Ryan lunged forward, his fist raised in seconds, and hit

Keegan squarely in the face.

They tumbled to the ground. Keegan kicked Ryan off, giving

himself a second to catch his breath. Within moments they were

throwing punches again, so caught-up in emotion that many missed

the mark. The onlookers jostled for the best view, with a

mixture of cheering for each combatant.

The ruckus echoed down the dormitory corridor, attracting

even more attention.

A young, tall, Asian male dressed in a security uniform

rounded the corner, drawn by the noise. He manoeuvred his way

through the crowd, finally reaching the middle.

Ryan’s fist contacted with Keegan’s nose, causing blood

to run down his face.

Seeing others in the crowd move to join in, the guard 
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jumped in the middle of the two, shoving them away from

each other. Keegan was lifted to his feet by his friends. Ryan

wasn’t ready to stop fighting.

“That’s enough! You two are coming with me.” The security

guard grabbed both brawlers by their arms and shoved his way

through the separating crowd.

Ryan felt his blood start to rise again, but turned from

Jake, not wanting any more trouble. He tried to remember the

calming breathing techniques his coach had attempted to teach

him. They never worked; he only grew more frustrated.

Reb stood on the side of the road. She dumped all of her

things on the kerb, beginning to regret not taking the taxi. 

She was lost. Holding the map close, she tried to find her

bearings. “So if this is Oak Street,” she looked ahead, “then

I need to be…” she turned around, “back that way.” She clenched

the map in her hands and grunted as she hoisted her instruments

and bag off the ground. “Just one year. The deal was one year

and then I can bail,” she repeated.

“If we could hurry this along please.” The Dean waved in

Eric and Harley.

Eric stood to the side, letting Harley in first. Her

turquoise hair and multi-coloured clothes immediately gained

their attention. She looked around the spacious lounge-room.

“Alright, who’s up for movie night?”

“Who’s up for movie night?” Harley asked.
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A girl had just opened the dormitory door, and Harley

wanted to make a good first impression. They were going to be

living together, after all.

“Excuse me?”

Harley peeked past her, seeing both beds taken. “Oh, I’m

sorry. I thought this was room 209,” Harley apologised.

“It is,” the girl said bluntly.

Harley dug in her pocket and pulled out her admission

papers. She fumbled with them. “I don’t understand, this is

meant to be my room.”

“Well it’s not,” the girl sung back.

“You’ve got to be kidding me.” Harley dropped her luggage

at her feet. They hadn’t started out as heavy, but lugging

them around the campus, and up two flights of stairs, had been

too much.

“I’m sorry.” The girl shrugged half-heartedly. “It looks

like the room was double-booked, and you got here last.”

Harley stepped toward the room, only to have the door

shut in her face. “So what am I supposed to do now?” She yelled

at the closed door. Music was blaring from somewhere down the

hall, and Harley found it hard to concentrate. She needed to

figure out where she was going to stay.

Two doors down, Aadita stormed out of her room, heading

away from Harley.

“Ah excuse me miss, where do I go for room reassignment?”

Harley called out.

Aadita, teeth clenched, rehearsing her rant in her head,

was oblivious to the request.
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“Yep, cool.  Thanks,” Harley spoke to herself. Maybe it

wouldn’t be such a bad thing not having to live with these

people.

“Hey I know you.” Eric stepped out from behind Harley,

pointing at Ryan. “You were one of the guys fighting in Griffith

Hall.”

Ryan looked at the slightly-dishevelled security guard

uniform the young man wore. “And you were the guy who broke it

up.”

Eric couldn’t tell if he was thankful or not.

“I’m Ryan.” Ryan held out his hand.

“Eric.” They shook hands, Ryan using a slightly harder

grip than necessary. “Guess it didn’t turn out too well for

you, huh.” Eric gestured to the room. He glanced at the peeling

wallpaper and the old-school coat stand leaning, broken, against

the wall. The lounge-room was surprisingly spacious, fitting

everyone in. A couch and two arm chairs faced a fat-backed TV

on a scuffed stand. The seats were faded and the carpet looked

like it had seen better days. None of that bothered Eric,

though. He didn’t care about the dilapidated state of the house,

he was just glad to have found somewhere affordable to live.

“I’m sorry sir, but your card has been declined,” Doreen,

the cashier, said.

Eric, on his way home from the night shift, turned bright

red. He fumbled for his wallet hoping to find enough change to

pay for his grocery items. He remembered he’d given his mum 
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his last twenty dollars the day before to help pay for

his younger sibling’s school supplies, and payday was still

two days away. He emptied his wallet on the register’s bench

and counted the coins out.

“I only have $11.60.” Eric smiled sheepishly at the

cashier, about to ask her to remove a few tins of tuna from

his transaction, when a voice piped up.

“I’ll cover it, mate!”

Eric turned around.

An older gentleman was smiling at him and offering him a

five dollar note.

Eric tilted his head slightly, taken aback by the unknown

man’s kindness. “Are you sure?”

“’Course I am. I know what it’s like to go through tough

times. You have a good day, son!”

“Thank you so much.” Eric shook the man’s hand. “I will

now.”

Even Doreen looked impressed as she handed him his bag

and receipt. He gave the change back to the generous man and

hurried home. He was running out of time to find another

apartment closer to the university. The rent in his current

place was breaking the bank, so he needed to get out before

university started back up.

His roommate was still out, so he had the house to himself. 

He plopped his outdated, clunky laptop down on the bed. It

crashed several times before he finally reached the university’s

accommodation page. He only had an hour before he had to head

to his second job at the cafe called ‘The Unusual Brew’, but 
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he was determined to find somewhere new to live. He’d

have to find somewhere cheap - starting his Masters would mean

he would have less time to work. He ran his eyes over the page:

too far away, too expensive, too expensive, too...wait.

An ad in bold font caught his attention.

Cheap Room for Rent - large house, ten-minute walk to Sun

Valley University. $40/week, electricity and water included.

Eric raised his eyebrows.

Perfect.

He sent a quick enquiry and shut the laptop.

“Let’s keep moving. I need to be out of here in ten

minutes,” Dean Olson said, leading them into the kitchen.

“Big meeting?” Jake asked.

“No. I just don’t want to be here,” the Dean replied,

deadpan. An old-fashioned phone ringtone sounded from the Dean’s

jacket pocket. Without a word he answered the call and walked

into another room.

The group circled around the kitchen, though there was

little to see.

Individual conversations began. Aadita separated herself

from the group, finding a clean spot on the couch. She pulled

her laptop out and began working. The house came alive with

the chatter and excitement of life; something it hadn’t seen

in awhile.

“And then, with a minute left before full-time, the dummy

half passed the ball to me and I sprinted for the try line.”

Ryan smiled broadly, his mind taking him back to one of his

many moments of glory.
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“Did you score the try?” Eric asked.

“So I was running and I could see a guy on either side of

me. Must have been thirty or forty metres. And BAM!” Ryan jerked

sideways, knocking over a pile of utensils on the counter.

Aadita winced at the noise and furrowed her brow, trying

to increase her concentration. “Can we keep it down, please?”

She asked, though her tone portrayed more of an order than a

question.

The group fell silent.

Jake stepped into the lounge-room. “Don’t worry. Once

we’re settled in no one’s gonna be disturbing you or anything.”

A thump sounded from the front door as the last words

left Jake’s lips. They turned to see Reb kick the door closed

behind her. She dumped her belongings on the floor, shaking

her arms to bring back their feeling. She was out of breath

and her arms were sore from carrying her things for what felt

like a million miles. She slipped her cello strap over her

head, using the large instrument as a leaning post.

“You’ve got to be freaking kidding me!” Aadita couldn’t

hold back, staring in disbelief at the instruments.

Reb brushed her hair behind her ear, giving them a better

look at her puzzled expression. “Sorry I’m late, I got-”

“Rebecca?” Jake’s jaw dropped.

“Jake?” The two stood in place, staring at each other.

Dean Olson rejoined them. “What’s the problem?”

“I can’t live with her.” Jake turned aggressively on his

heel to face the Dean.

“Calm down Jake, it’s not like I planned this,” Reb

retaliated.
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“No, this isn’t happening. She needs to go,” Jake

protested.

“You’re kidding me right? You’re being ridiculous, as

usual,” Reb exclaimed.

Jake turned to look Reb in the eye. He was furious, and

she could feel the anger radiating towards her. They hadn’t

seen each other in just over two and a half years. Jake hadn’t

even known she had enrolled.

“We thought that, being twins, you’d be okay with sharing

the home.” Dean Olson struggled to care about the situation.

Reb and Jake snapped their heads toward him. “Well we’re

not!” They spoke in unison. Suddenly their similarities became

blaringly obvious to the others.

“Oh well,” the Dean said. “You guys have nowhere else to

go. So too bad.” He led the group back into the lounge-room.

“Why can’t I have one of their old rooms?” Jake motioned

towards the misfits of personalities.

“Campus accommodation is in high demand Mr. Lawson. Those

rooms have already been taken by people on the waiting list. 

Like I said, this is your last resort; unless moving back in

with your parents is an option.” The Dean crossed his arms. He

had been interacting with young adults for the better part of

two decades and he grew more exhausted by the hour, having to

listen to them complain all the time.

The twin’s parents were a bit of a sore spot for them.

They glanced at one another and then immediately looked to the

ground, a pang of sorrow shooting across their faces. With

Jake no longer having any fight in him, Olson moved on.
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Breaking the room into two was a thick mauve curtain that

dangled from hooks. They had been too busy to notice it before.

“Don’t peek behind the curtain,” Harley quipped, channeling

her favourite movie.

“What?” Jake asked.

“‘Don’t peek behind the curtain.’ It’s a quote.” Still no

recognition. “From The Wizard of Oz.” To herself: “I’m so

alone.”

“That space has been turned into a bedroom. It has already

been taken by another student who arrived,” Dean Olson paused.

“Actually I have no idea when he moved in.”

They continued the tour, heading up the stairs to the

second storey.

“And here are the bedrooms and the bathroom.” Dean Olson

yawned, not even trying to hide his disinterest.

Jake looked around. “There’s seven people living in this

house and only one bathroom? How does that work?”

“Well,” Dean Olson said, crossing his arms across his

chest. “You can either take it, or leave it. With the exception

of the two that are here by choice, the rest of you are here

because you have no other choice. If it wasn’t for this wreck

that some old coot donated to the university years ago, you

would be out on the street.” With that, he departed, the stairs

squeaking with each step.

The group stood in place, looking at their new surroundings

and dorm buddies.
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“Six people with only four bedrooms?” Aadita questioned.

Jake peeked into the two rooms to the left of the house.

“These two are shared rooms.”

Harley poked her head into the bedrooms to the right of

the house. “These two are singles.”

“So I’m assuming we get to choose our own rooms?” Eric

asked.

“I call a single room!” Ryan called out, his hand up in

the air.

“How is that fair?” Jake protested.

“Because I called it,” Ryan said matter-of-factly. “That’s

how these things go.” He shoved his way forward, standing in

the bedroom doorway.

“Come on, man. That’s not really fair.” Eric stepped in

again to be the voice of reason.
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“OK,” Ryan groaned. He looked at Reb and then over to

Jake. “You two are the twins, why don’t you share a room.”

“That’s not happening,” Jake said sternly.

“I want a single room so I can practise.” Reb waved her

cello in front of the group.

“I want a single room so I can study in peace!” Aadita

said, eyeing off Reb’s huge and presumably loud instrument.

“What about you Harley?” Eric asked. “Do you have any

preferences?”

“I don’t mind where I sleep, as long as I have a bed.”

Harley smiled warmly, shrugging her shoulders carelessly.

“I don’t mind who I share with either,” Eric said.

“OK great, you two can share a room then,” Ryan suggested.

Eric looked appalled and frightened at the prospect of having

to share with a girl.

“And this one and this one,” Ryan pointed at Reb and

Aadita, “can share the other. Me and four eyes can have the

single rooms.”

“Or, you and Jake could share a room and me and her could

have the single rooms,” Reb protested.

“Eric doesn’t look too keen to be sharing a room with the

opposite sex,” Jake interjected.

“Oh it’s not...I mean it’s not that I’m not...” Eric

stumbled for words. “I mean, I don’t want to impose on Harley

and make her feel uncomfortable. You know, men have certain,

um...”

“Needs?” Harley asked innocently.

“Y-No!” Eric was flustered. He was trying to dig himself 
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out of the hole he had made. “That’s not what I meant.

It’s just that guys and girls are a lot different in their

bedroom manner, for example, when it comes to cleanliness and,

ah, bodily functions...” He trailed off, realising he was just

making a bigger fool of himself.

“It’s okay, dude, we get it. You can shut up now.” Reb

said, releasing him from his anguish. Eric sighed in relief. 

Reb continued. “I can share with Harley if she doesn’t mind

listening to me practise. And Aadita you can have one of the

single rooms.”

“That’s great, thank you Rebecca,” Eric said.

“It’s Reb!” She said abruptly. Eric smiled an apology.

She squirmed under his gaze, uncomfortable with the attention.

“So that just leaves the boys,” Aadita said.

“Ryan, what if you and I share?” Eric asked.

Ryan stood in silence staring at Jake. Eric looked to

Ryan, Jake, the girls, and then back at Ryan, waiting for an

answer.

“Fine.” Ryan picked up his bags and moved to the shared

room on his left.

Eric nodded once, closing his eyes in feign of mental

exhaustion. He picked his suitcase up from beside his feet and

followed Ryan.

The rest of the group followed suit and went to their

designated rooms.

Jake entered his room, the sun streaming through the sheer

blinds, warming the floorboards and lighting up the dull-shade- 
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of-blue walls. The room had a single bed with a wooden

frame and bare mattress. Making his room look even more empty

was the beautiful view outside his window. The university sat

at the bottom of a large mountain that rose high in the sky

not far from the home. In the corner by the window, stood an

old, dented, tall-boy with iron handles. It looked like it had

come from the 1800s. Jake laid his black suitcase on the

mattress and opened it up to reveal perfectly packed luggage.

He began to put his clothes away. From the other rooms he could

hear chatter and some laughter, distinctly Harley’s laughter.

A pang of loneliness with a little bit of regret struck Jake.

‘No,’ he thought to himself, ‘I’m here to study. Socialising

will only get in the way.’ With that thought, he continued

putting away his clothes.

“Bunk beds, are you kidding me?” Ryan flung his bag down

at the foot of the metal-framed beds.

“I always wanted bunk beds as a kid.” Eric shrugged his

shoulders laughing, ever the optimist.

“Feel free to take the top bunk then.” Ryan mocked

chivalry, motioning to the top bunk.

Eric threw his things up onto the bed.

Their room was dark, with only one window blanketed with

black curtains. With the light peering in from the hallway,

they could just see the shallow built-in wardrobe that hid

away their chest of draws.

“Let’s get some light in this room.” Eric walked to the

window. He tugged on the cord. The sun was positioned right in 
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his eyes, and he squinted against its harshness. Figures

moved on the grass down below. A dark-skinned man in Native

American garb darted across from right to left. Before he could

disappear from sight, a small object was thrown at his back.

It hit him directly in the back of the head. He fell, landing

with a thud that resounded up to the second storey where Eric

stood, mouth agape.

Eric stumbled away from the window in fright, and tripped

over his bags.

“What? What happened?” Ryan asked, stifling a chuckle at

the man on the floor.

Eric stammered, trying to relay what he had seen. In the

end all he could do was point his trembling finger to the

window.

Ryan rushed to it. “Argh it’s horrible!” Ryan turned his

head and covered his eyes. He peeked through his fingers at

Eric, laughing. “Relax man. That little dog isn’t going to get

you from up here.”

Ryan shook his head and returned to unpacking his things.

Eric moved quickly to his feet and went to the window. An old

man was walking past with his poodle. It was an ordinary

suburban street. Eric wiped the sweat from his brow and held a

hand to his head in disbelief. He shook the image out of his

mind and began to put his stuff away.

Aadita was packed away and had already made her bed with

the beautiful coloured sheets her mother had sent from India.

She loved them because they still smelt of home. Surprisingly, 
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they went well with the coral-coloured walls. Her room

had a wonderful bay window and cushioned bench that almost

took up one whole wall. She took her first good look out the

window, her new home. She was taken aback by how different

this place was to India. There were no crowds bustling about

in the street below. No smells of food cooking in nearby

markets. Everything was so calm. Part of her missed it all,

but she was nevertheless in awe over being privileged enough

to be experiencing this.  Fascinated by the view, she walked

closer to the window and sat down on the bench. She felt

something cold touch the back of her leg and sprung up. Lying

there was an antique hand- mirror, its back a dark brown that

matched the bench cover.  She picked it up and turned it over

in her hand. The frame was gold with a gorgeous floral motif

encrusted on the edges, handle, and back. She ran her fingers

over the mirror, mesmerized by its beauty. She had never seen

anything like it in her life and wondered how something so

beautiful could have been left behind by its owner.

Reb had emptied her jumble of clothes on her bed and shoved

them unsorted into the top two drawers of the room’s dresser.

The only thing she unpacked with care were her instruments.

Reb had the cello out and on its stand at the end of her bed.

She laid down on her unmade bed, mindlessly strumming the

strings of her guitar.

Harley rushed around the room, wanting to make her

personality shine through, while sticking to her side. She had

already put up some of her favourite artworks - some by others 
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and some of her own. On the desk next to her bed, she

draped a multi-coloured runner. On top of it she put her books,

vinyl records, a record player, and numerous scented candles.

“How long have you played music?” Harley asked, wanting

to get to know her new roommate.

“Forever,” Reb replied.

“Oh yeah? Did you teach yourself or did you take lessons?”

Harley sat on the edge of her bed, facing Reb.

Reb paused, her new roommate had managed to hit a sore

point. “My mum taught me.”

“That’s amazing. Do you play music with your mum often?”

Reb paused again. “We don’t really speak anymore.”

Harley fell silent. She looked sympathetically towards

Reb. “Oh, I’m sorry.”

“Don’t be.” Reb shrugged indifferently.  She turned her

head to look up at the ceiling, but something etched underneath

the shelf above her bed caught her eye. She placed her guitar

to the side and moved to her knees to have a better look.

Running her fingers along the words, she let out a confused

“hmmm”. The etching looked like it had been there for years;

it definitely wasn’t new.

“What is it?” Harley asked, moving over to Reb’s bed,

leaning in to see.

“My favourite lyrics are etched into this shelf,” Reb

uttered absentmindedly.

Reb moved over, giving Harley a better look.

“‘Darkness enlightened me and through it I found home’,”

Harley read the lyrics aloud.
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“I’ve never heard that song before. That’s a weird

coincidence,” Harley said, returning to decorating her side of

the room.

Reb laid back down, pulling her guitar back to her stomach.

Her mind was whirring. Something about the lyrics made her

curious and uncertain. She tried to put it down to a coincidence

like Harley had said, but it still nagged at her. There was no

way it had been a coincidence. Something about them made her

feel like they were left for her, and her alone; but by whom? 

She tried to shake the uneasy feeling from her mind, but she

couldn’t take her eyes off them.

“So,” Harley began. “What movie are we watching tonight?”
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The microwave beeped. Ryan flung open the door and grabbed

for the bag of freshly cooked popcorn. The steam burned his

fingers and he grimaced at the pain.

“Careful caveman. Hot.” Jake rolled his eyes and left the

room.

“What’s with that guy?” Ryan asked as Harley handed him a

large bowl.

“You were a bit of an asshole to him earlier.” She

shrugged, taking a few pieces from the top.

The group assembled in the lounge-room. With the prospect

of spending the next few years living under the same roof,

they decided to set aside the night to get to know each other.

Reb and Jake sat on opposing sides of the couch. Harley

sat cross-legged on the floor. Eric eyed the comfy armchair,

but was bulldozed out of the way by the burly football player.

Aadita sat on the other chair, textbook still in hand.
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Reb shuffled over further as Eric dropped down between

her and her brother.

Jake faced away from Reb, trying his best to avoid any

kind of interaction with her. Aadita thumbed through her

textbook, highlighting the occasional sentence. “Medicine?”

Jake asked her.

She looked up and nodded.  “You?”

“Law. First year.” He sat up straighter and looked at

Ryan. “You’re obviously here on a football scholarship. What

hack classes are you taking to skirt through on your already

paid-for degree?”

“Knock it off Jake.” Reb glared at him.

Ryan chuckled to himself, shaking his head in disbelief.

This wasn’t the first time someone had judged him before getting

to know the real him.

“I’m doing Visual and Creative Arts. This is also my first

year,” Harley contributed, trying to divert any conflict.

“So if we want a critique of paintings or a quote from a

mildly-obscure film, you’re our girl?” Reb joked.

Harley chuckled and shot her finger guns. She took a

handful of popcorn and munched away happily. “Eric, you’re

up.”

“OK, I’m studying Mechatronics Engineering. Got my Bachelor

and now I’m working on my Masters.”

“Say what now?” Jake asked, eyebrows raised.

Eric laughed. “It’s a blend between mechanical and

electronics engineering.”

“Wow that’s pretty cool.” Reb smiled. “Maybe you can

rebuild this place when it falls down around us.”
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“Architecture isn’t my thing. But I could trick this place

out,” Eric grinned. “What are you studying Reb?”

“I’ll be studying a Bachelor of Music.”

Jake gave a very audible tsk.

Reb fixed her eyes on him. “At least I’m studying something

I actually care about.”

“Yeah well at least I actually want to be at university!”

Jake retaliated. “Law is a respected and dignified profession.”

“Dignified?” Reb snorted. “If you can call taking the

safe option dignified.”

Jake scowled. “Well being a grown up means sometimes doing

things you don’t want to do. It’s called ‘responsibility’.”

The others shifted uncomfortably in their seats. The atmosphere

was quickly turning sour.

Harley clapped her hands together. “Why don’t we change

the-”

“‘Responsibility’? Mum gave you her orders and you

followed, like the golden child you are.” Reb stood up, looking

down on her twin brother, in more ways than one.

Jake stood, his voice rising. “Sometimes making the

decision that is right for others, rather than yourself, is

the best one.”

With the twins standing so close together, their

similarities were all the more evident. Their faces were red,

their brows furrowed.

Reb turned on her heels and stomped up the stairs. Jake

stormed out the front door and into the night air to cool off.

“Well,” Harley broke the silence. “That was awkward.”
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“Tell me about it,” a male voice came from the back of

the room. The group spun around. Emerging from behind the mauve

curtain was a male in his twenties with greasy ash-blonde hair

hanging down to his shoulders. He was dressed in old pyjamas

and a bathrobe that looked like it hadn’t been washed in years. 

With his eyes half-shut, glassy and red, he shuffled to the

kitchen.

The group looked at each other inquisitively. Harley

indicated to the man in the kitchen and they all simultaneously

shrugged with a look of confusion set upon their faces. As

they heard the man emerging from the kitchen they all turned

around to look at him. He had a sloppy sandwich in his hand, a

bag of chips under his arm and a jar of pickles in the other.

Noticing the group staring at him, he grinned dopily and

motioned a hello with the hand holding the sandwich; the

contents almost falling out as he waved. With that, he

disappeared back behind the curtain.

The smell of some seriously questionable smoke hung in

the air.

“How long has he been back there?” Ryan asked. No one had

an answer.

“Who is he?” Eric asked.

The man popped his head out of his hide-away. “I’m Steve.”

He said matter of factly, and vanished back behind the curtain.

After a few hours of talking and eating, a line had formed

outside the bathroom; everyone was waiting with towels hung

over their shoulders. The bathroom was of a good size, but no 
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one knew each other well enough to share the space. Reb,

Harley, and Aadita had been given the first spots, each taking

over thirty minutes. Jake thumped on the door, trying to hurry

Eric along.

Steam filled the hallway as Eric exited the bathroom. 

Jake stepped forward only to have Ryan come out of nowhere. He

put his arm out, pushed Jake back, and stole the next turn. He

flashed Jake a sly smile and slammed the door shut behind him. 

An assortment of coloured toothbrushes covered the sink. The

shower was filled with shampoos, conditioners, face washes,

moisturisers, and a few bottles Ryan had no clue about. In

less than twenty-four hours the girls had well and truly staked

their claim on the shared bathroom. He bent down, reading all

the bottles, wasting time to get a rise from Jake. He turned

the tap on and waited a moment for the sink to fill up. He

cupped his hands and splashed some water on his face. Ryan

brought his head up and looked in the mirror. Behind him was a

brick wall with a rusted light sconce bathing the room in a

warm orange glow. It was covered in cobwebs, and looked like

it was from the Nineteenth Century. He glanced over his shoulder

in bewilderment. There was no brick wall or light. The white-

painted plasterboard had definitely been there for a while,

with minor scuffs and other signs of wear; but it was a plain

old white wall in the end. He rubbed his eyes and tried to

clear his head.

Ryan took the shortest time in the bathroom, but it was

still late when Jake got in. He had a quick shower and exited 
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in a clean t-shirt and boxer shorts. When he entered the

hallway, towel in hand drying off his short hair, he felt the

silence of the dwelling creep up on him. It was the first time

he had witnessed the house so soundless. The quiet reminded

him of home. He had forgotten how much he missed the sound of

chatter and laughter. His roommates had all gone to bed. He

stepped as lightly as he could, heading past the bedrooms to

his own, watching where he walked. A blur of movement near the

bottom of the stairs caught his eye. The figure of a woman in

a flowing blue dress sauntered down the steps. She stopped

abruptly and turned to look over her shoulder back at Jake,

her beautiful green eyes meeting his. Jake was awestruck. The

woman smiled at him with a cheeky grin before continuing around

the corner. Jake started down the stairs, the steps creaking

despite his caution. He bent over and lowered his head to see

into the lounge-room. It was empty. The TV was off. No popcorn

was left in the bowl and yet someone had left it on the coffee

table. He removed his glasses and cleaned them on his shirt.

‘Great, that’s all I need, to lose my mind.’ He thought to

himself. There had to be a logical explanation, there always

was; he felt comfort in that. A deep and bellowing snore sounded

from behind the curtain. Jake slowly made his way back up the

stairs, the mystery remaining unsolved.
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CHAPTER IV

From the sounding of the first alarm at 6am, the house

was a constant scene of movement. Orientation Week held many

activities and get-togethers, with the festivities growing

rowdier as the days wore on. With no dining table, the group

congregated in the lounge-room for meals, or in the kitchen

for snacks. A rhythm was starting to appear at times. But all

it took was one incident, and the whole house descended into

chaos.

***

Aadita sat under her desk light, in the otherwise dark

room. She tapped her pen impatiently over her thick textbook,

trying to stop herself from going and screaming at whoever was

playing Beethoven’s 5th Symphony at a deafening volume. She

wasn’t averse to listening to music while studying, she very

much enjoyed to listen to instrumental pieces, but this was 
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ridiculous. She cupped her hands over her ears, attempting

to block it out but it didn’t work.

Aadita knew who was playing the music.

Who else could it be? Reb!

It all became too much for her. Aadita stormed out of her

room and across the hall, barging into Reb and Harley’s room

unannounced. Harley jumped from the sudden entrance. Reb took

her eyes away from the book she was reading and stared in

disbelief at Aadita’s rudeness.

“Can you turn down the music!” Aadita yelled. As soon as

the words left her mouth she realised that the music had stopped

abruptly. Aadita shrunk in on herself as she met Reb’s furious

glare. She looked to Harley to see a confused look from her.

“There was no music,” Harley said, quietly.

Aadita embarrassed and concerned, retreated without a

word. She rushed back to her room and shut the door firmly

behind her. Leaning back on the closed door, she put her hand

to her head. ‘Am I going crazy?’ She thought to herself. She

put her lapse of mental stability down to staring at a textbook

for too long. Aadita moved to her desk and closed all her

textbooks.

***

“What’s the score?” Eric asked Ryan, who he’d overheard

yelling at a football game he was watching on TV.

“20-2. My team’s losing again,” Ryan replied, angrily

throwing a handful of potato chips at the screen.

“Huh. Why do you think they’re in such bad form this

season?” Ryan looked away from the TV, happy that someone in

the household seemed interested in sport.
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“Well, man, they’ve got this new coach…”

***

Jake was chopping up carrots expertly, happy to have a

break from his textbooks for a while. Harley and Aadita wandered

into the kitchen.

“Hey, whatcha making?” Harley asked, taking a piece of

carrot.

“Stir-fry. My specialty.” It was the first time Harley

had seen Jake smile all week. She thought he had a nice smile

and she wished that he would do it more often. He was always

so serious.

“Who taught you to make this?” Aadita asked, hovering

over the pan taking in the smell.

“I taught myself,” Jake said.

***

Harley sat on the front steps outside, leaning up against

the wooden railing. She was sketching funny little characters

in her art journal. She had drawn everyone from the house,

even ‘Stoner Steve the Superhero’.

Eric trudged up the path. His shoulders were slumped and

his feet dragged along the ground. He was tired and miserable,

just finishing his morning shift at ‘The Unusual Brew’. He

plonked himself down next to Harley. She smiled a hello so

wide her eyes creased at the sides. Her happiness couldn’t

help but bring a small smile to Eric’s face.

“What are you doing?” Eric asked, peering over at her

sketch book.

“Nothing, just scribbling,” Harley said modestly.
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“They are not scribbles,” Eric said. “Can I have a look

at one?”

“Sure,” Harley said, swinging her legs around to sit closer

to Eric.

She flipped open to a page with a cyborg standing tall

and strong. When Eric looked closer, he noticed something.

“That’s me,” Eric laughed.

Harley grinned and shook her head. “No, that’s mecha!Eric.

He keeps our little planet, Smithonian, safe from all harm. He

is undefeatable.”

***

“Is this yours?” Ryan popped his head out of his room,

catching Reb by surprise.

“What is it?” She walked over to him, stopping when the

smell of dirt and sweat hit her. They had not lived there for

long, and she couldn’t imagine what they could have done to

elicit such an odour.

Ryan stepped towards her, holding a locket in his hand.

It was a beautiful silver oval with a simple clasp.

“It’s pretty,” she said taking it and turning it over in

her hands. “But it’s not mine.”

“Whose is it?”

Reb shrugged. “I don’t know.” On the back was a small

‘AE’ carved into the body.  “Ask Aadita.”

Ryan threw his head back.  “Aadita!”

Reb rolled her eyes. “That’s not exactly what I meant.”

Aadita hurried up the stairs, panic on her face.  “What?” 

"Your necklace was in my room." Ryan dangled the necklace

out in front of himself.
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She wasn’t impressed. "That's not mine." She turned and

walked back down the stairs. Ryan looked at Reb. She shrugged

her shoulders and followed Aadita.

"What am I supposed to do with it?" Ryan called after

her.

"Keep it. It’d look better on you anyway." She yelled up

to him without looking back.

***

“...And it had monkeys in it too, so that’s why it’s the

best movie.” Ryan laughed as Harley finished her story.

The house gave its now-customary creak hello as they

entered.

Jake sat on the couch with Aadita opposite him sitting on

the floor hunched over her books on the coffee table. Both had

their noses firmly in a textbook, failing to recognise the

newcomers.

“Looks like a real rager in here,” Ryan mocked.

Jake looked up, a scowl ready, but softened when he saw

Harley. “How’d you go today?” He asked her.

Harley held up a bag full of textbooks. “Who’d have thought

a visual arts course would mean hundreds of dollars worth of

books.” She said with a wry grimace. Harley plunked herself

down on the couch next to Jake. He froze as her arm grazed

against his. Harley, oblivious to Jake’s awkwardness, started

to pull out all her books.

Aadita glanced at Harley, disapproving of the noise she

was making. She put her earphones in subtly, not wanting to

make a big deal out of it, especially after her recent meltdown.
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“I mean it's art for goodness sake. Art is about expression

and emotion. We don’t learn about that from reading a ‘how to’

book, we learn that from going out into the world and

experiencing it.” Jake was in awe of Harley’s words and the

passion he heard in her voice.

“I bet $100 you read a total of five pages in each textbook

over the whole course of the year,” Ryan called out from the

kitchen.

“I can’t even make that bet because the government stole

all my money by making me buy these stupid textbooks.” Harley

threw her hands in the air in an over-exaggerated gesture of

defeat.

Jake laughed at her. “You never know, you might find some

insight into art that you’ve never thought of before.”

Harley smiled sweetly at him.

Jake didn’t notice Reb coming down the stairs until she

began to make a snide comment.

“Of course you would defend the fascists that steal our

money and use it for their own personal gain; making their own

wallets fatter while all the same making our wallets empty,”

Reb said while moving to the kitchen.

“Preach it, sister,” Ryan joked as she joined him.

Jake held his tongue. He was sick of trying to defend

himself against Reb, not to mention he didn’t want to come

across unflattering in front of Harley.

“Who’s hungry?” Eric called while joyously bounding down

the stairs to join the group.

“Oh me, me, me,” Harley said, jumping up and leaning over

the couch watching Eric stop halfway to the kitchen.
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“Jakey boy, could you eat?” Eric pointed at him while

wearing a huge cheeky grin.

“I could eat,” Jake smiled back.

“Aadita, what about you?” Eric asked.

Aadita was in a world of her own, the music drowning out

everything else.

“Aadita?” Eric asked again to no prevail. He cupped his

hands around his mouth. “Aadita!” She still couldn’t hear him.

“Damn, she is going to go deaf,” Jake joked.

“Screw it, I’ll make enough for her anyway,” Eric said

and continued to the kitchen.

Reb was sitting on the bench, eating straight from a chip

packet and Ryan was in the middle of making a protein shake.

“Ryan, put the shake down. I’m about to make some real

food, not that spaceman crap you call a meal,” Eric joked, and

then looked at Reb. “And you. I told you I was going to make

you lunch. What are you doing?”

“I was too hungry,” Reb said. Eric took the chip packet

away from her and chucked it back in the cupboard. Reb couldn’t

help but smile at Eric. Eric was taken aback by it. It wasn’t

very often he saw Reb smile, but when he did, it always took

his breath away. Reb shifted nervously at his attention and

diverted her gaze. Ryan shook his head. He knew they liked

each other and wondered why none of them were doing anything

about it.

Within twenty minutes Eric had them all eating the best

club sandwich any of them had ever tasted. Aadita took her 
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head out of her books, her earphones out and followed her

nose to join the others. They were scattered around the kitchen

enjoying the meal, talking and laughing. In the week that they

had been living together, this was the first time they had all

shared a meal without someone having prior engagements, leaving

to study or refusing to be in the same room together – the

latter was without fail Reb and Jake.

“Something smells amazing,” an unexpected voice came from

behind them.

Harley screamed from the fright. They all spun around to

find Steve had emerged from his little man-made cave to grace

them with his half-naked self.

“Oh dude.” Ryan covered Harley’s eyes. “Put some clothes

on.”

“Sorry,” Steve said sheepishly, glancing down at his tighty-

whiteys. “I smelt food and the hunger was too real to stop to

think about something as trivial as pants.”

“Buddy, I’ll make you a deal. How about you go put some

pants on and I’ll make you a sandwich.” Eric already started

for the fridge.

“I can do that,” Steve grinned.

They waited for him to move.

“Go put some pants on.  Now,” Jake urged.

“Right,” Steve laughed, slowly shuffling his way out of

the room.

“And maybe a shirt too,” Reb called after him.

“Oww.” Jake covered his ears.

“Relax I wasn’t that loud,” Reb hurled back.

“Wha-” Ryan let go of his sandwich.  “OWWW!”
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Eric dropped his food on the ground and slapped his hands

to his ears.  “ARGHH!”

One by one a piercing tone drilled into their ears. The

room filled with a brilliant white light, burning their eyes. 

The floor fell away from them, and yet they felt a solid force

pulling and pushing them. Just as it was almost too much to

bare, they hit the ground, hard.

Jake’s whole body ached; his insides spinning, making him

retch. His eyelids felt like weights, and he struggled to keep

them open. With all his strength he craned his neck to see if

he could see the others. Their unconscious bodies laid sprawled

about the dirt-covered floor. Jake realised they were no longer

in the house, but couldn’t force his eyes to clear enough to

see exactly where they were. The only thing he could make out

were hay bales stacked against a back wall. He could no longer

hold his head up, and surrendered to the pain. As he laid his

head back down, he could see Harley’s turquoise hair falling

across her face. She was limp and motionless. He tried to call

her name; the panic rising in his chest. She looked dead. The

pain became too much, and Jake blacked out.
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CHAPTER V

“Jake. Jake. Jake!” Reb grasped her brother’s shoulders,

shaking him harder.

Jake opened his eyes, taking a moment to adjust to the

light.

Reb let out a strangled breath she hadn’t even known she

had been holding. She hugged her brother gently, his body still

aching.

Jake sat up slowly, looking at his surroundings. A wave

of relief washed over him as he saw Harley. She was with the

others congregating in the middle of the huge barn. The wooden

palings of the construct had been loosely put together, and

the mid-afternoon sun easily shone through them. Frightened

chickens rushed around trying to find shelter, and a horse

casually grazed from a trough, not fussed by the newcomers.

Jake stumbled to his feet and Reb handed him his glasses. He 
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pursed his lips and nodded a thank you in her general

direction.  She nodded back and walked away to join the others.

Jake followed slowly behind, leaning on anything he could.

“W-where are we?” Jake asked.

“We were at the house, and now...we’re not,” Ryan

absentmindedly spoke aloud his thoughts.

“Great observation,” Jake shot back.

“Cut it out, Jake!” Reb gave him a gentle punch on the

arm. She was relieved he was alive, but he still had a way of

aggravating her.

“Yeah, you come up with something then smart guy,” Ryan

challenged him, puffing up his chest. “Even a concussion doesn’t

shut you up.”

Eric stepped between the two. “Fighting each other isn’t

going to get us any answers.  Obviously-”

Jake held his hand up and drew their attention to Aadita.

She was pacing back and forth behind them. Her chest rose and

fell quickly, her breath too fast. She was hyperventilating.

“You might want to check on Aadita.”

Harley walked over to Aadita and put an arm around her.

Eric joined them, asking if she was okay.

“You drugged me!” Aadita’s voice shook with fear and anger.

“Oh yeah,” Ryan said sarcastically. “Because you’re so

much fun to be around.”

Eric glared at Ryan. “You are not helping!”

“What possible motivation would we have to drug you,

Aadita?” Harley asked calmly.

Aadita didn’t have an answer. She looked each of them in 
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the face, convinced she could spot the guilty party, but

they were just as scared and confused as her.

“How did we get here then?” Jake asked.

“And where is Steve?” Reb added.

Eric pulled his mobile out of his pocket. “There has to

be a rational explanation for this. Why don’t I just call

someone. Maybe someone’s playing a trick on us.” He went to

his contacts and called his mum. “No signal.” He held the phone

up higher and moved it around.

The others did the same, none of them having any luck.

“Maybe we should go get someone,” Harley suggested.

“We don’t know where we are or what’s out there.” Aadita

gestured to the door that was hung on rusted bolts.

“Well we can’t just stay in here, can we?” Ryan stepped

forward to take charge, though he genuinely had been asking.

“We might get a signal outside. That way we can use the

GPS to figure out where we are and how to get back.” Reb walked

with Ryan, leading the pack.

The two pushed the heavy, thick cedar wood double-doors

open. They shuffled out of the building, shielding their eyes

until they adjusted.

The opened doors revealed a large green heavy treed

landscape. To the left they could see a dirt road just beyond

a tall cluster of green shrubbery in the middle of the lot.

The day was overcast, but the sun still managed to peep through

the grey clouds every so often. The grass glistened from the

recent downpour. A single bird could be heard singing in a

faraway tree. Harley looked around in awe at what was in front 
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of her eyes. She had never seen grass so green and had

never smelt air so fresh. The hills looked like they rolled on

forever.

“Quick, check if you have service.” Harley was brought

out of her daydream by Ryan.  He tapped her on the shoulder

and frowned in the direction of her hand holding her phone.

They spread out, waving their phones around and grunting

in frustration. They wandered up to the dirt road.

Surrounding the path were trees that shot higher into the

sky than any of them had ever seen before.

“Hey Ryan, why don’t you climb one of those trees like a

real monkey man,” Jake quipped.

Ryan faked a laugh and gave him a whack on his back. Jake

lost the grip on his phone and it hit the ground, bouncing

onto the path spotted with muddy puddles. He shook his head

and went to collect it while Ryan laughed and walked away. The

phone was facing down. Jake moved to pick it up, trying to

will away a cracked screen. Someone called out from afar, but

he didn’t hear them.

“Look out!” The voice called again.

Before he knew it, strong hands had grabbed his shoulders

from behind and yanked him backwards to the ground. Where his

hand had been only moments before, there was now the thundering

of horse hooves. His phone lay vulnerable on the rocky ground.

Each hoof missed the mark, and Jake sighed in relief. Too soon.

A wooden wheel ran right over the phone, shattering it and

creating a small pile of plastic and glass.

“My phone!” Jake wailed.
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A caravan of horses and carts stampeded past. Bright,

colourful, flags adorned their exterior. There were four carts

in all. The first three had their curtains open, but were moving

too fast for the group to see inside.

They passed; the wheels sending up a spray of mud that

arched high into the air.

Jake turned around and came face-to-face with a middle-

aged man. “Where did you come from?” Jake’s voice rose to the

point of breaking. He pushed himself away from the unknown man

and clambered to his feet.

“Ye need to watch where ye goin’ lad.” The man opened his

mouth, revealing both missing and rotten teeth.

The group circled around the pair, none understanding his

words through his thick accent. Eric stepped forward and raised

the older man up.

“Where did those horses come from?” Ryan looked in the

direction they had gone.

“From the outlying villages o course. With the tourney

comin’, there be a lot of caravans a comin.” It took a moment

for his words to translate in their heads.

“What’s a ‘tourney’?” Jake asked first.

Ryan looked at Jake incredulously. “That’s your question?”

“Why it’s the tournament, o course.” The man looked at

Jake as if he was a simpleton.

“Where are we?” Ryan asked the man.

“Why ye in Scotland.”

The answer appeased none of them.

“But how did we get here from Sun Valley?” Harley stepped

forward.
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The man raised an eyebrow. “I dinna ken this place ye

talk ’bout. But tis dangerous for ye ta be out here in this

ridiculous garb o yours.” He gestured to their clothes.

“Speak for yourself mate,” Ryan shot back.

The man wore basic woollen clothes, with the ensemble

held together by a belt and boots with holes in them. A woollen

cowl had covered his head, but had fallen back when he hit the

ground.

“Ye speaketh fadoodle!” The man exclaimed.

“That’s it - he’s insane!” Reb shook her head, looking

for the fastest way out of there.

Jake held his hand out. “Just wait a second and we can

figure this out.”

“I’m with her.” Ryan stepped beside Reb.

“Of course you are,” Jake sighed.

“Mayhap ye be sufferin’ exhaustion from ye long fearing?”

Harley lit up as the thought clicked over in her mind.

She stepped forward.  “LARP.”

“Gesundheit,” Reb replied, confused.

“No.” Harley frowned slightly and shook her head. “Live

Action Role-Playing.” She went on to explain, “People pretend

they’re from the middle ages and have mock battles and stuff

with magic and elves and dragons. It’s great. You’re not

supposed to break character.” She turned to the man. “What is

thy name?”

The man bowed to her. “Eugene of House Reinald.”

“I am Harley from The Valley of Suns. This is Ryan, Jake,

Eric, Aadita and Reb.” Each gave a wave at their name.

Eugene stared at Aadita.
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“What?” She crossed her arms. She didn’t like the way he

was looking at her.

“Please ’scuse my lack of manners milady. Tis rare ta see

exotics such as yourself in these places.”

“Exotics?” Aadita took offence.

“He means it in a good way,” Harley interceded.

Eugene gave another bow. “You are welcome in my cosh.” He

gestured behind him to his house. It was a small cottage with

a thatched roof. Bushes had overgrown in front of it, keeping

it hidden from passersby. “Tis not safe to remain here with

many caravans expected to arrive; your friend might not be so

lucky next time.”

The group looked to each other for an answer. They had

always been warned to never talk to strangers, and yet here

they were in a completely strange land.

“When in Rome.” Harley led the way.

The group fell in behind her.

“Ye got a long journey if ye heading for Rome, milady.”

Eugene spoke to Harley.

She chuckled. “I love this guy!”
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CHAPTER VI

The small cottage sat next to the barn. Trees and shrubbery

shielded it from view. Inside was plain, with only the bare

basics of layout and decoration. A loft bed gave the man a

semi-secluded place to rest his head at night, while everything

else was on the open-planned main floor. To the right of the

room was a burning fireplace, rusted metal pots littered the

floor around it. To the left of the fire were two chairs and

an up-turned wooden crate as a makeshift dining table; on top

of the table lay melted down candles. A window, adjacent to

the fireplace, barely let the light in through the overgrown

vine on the side of the home.

“Please, make y’selves at home.” Eugene gestured to the

lounge-room.

The seven of them quickly crowded the house.

Eugene pottered about the house, collecting a clay jug

and several cups.
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The group leaned in close to each other.

“I say we find out where we are and get out of here,”

Jake suggested, watching Eugene cautiously out of the corner

of his eye.

“He looks harmless,” Harley smiled at him. The man was

out of earshot, but smiled back.

“Have you ever seen a horror movie?” Jake’s voice rose in

pitch.

“Yes. All of them,” Harley said plainly.

Eugene made his way over to them, carrying the jug and

multiple cups on a tray. “Sit and rest. Get some ale in ye

belly’s.”

Harley and Aadita took the two seats.

“Where are we?” Jake asked Eugene.

“I told ye before lad.  Scotland.”

“OK, how about when are we?” Ryan asked, playing along

like Harley had suggested.

“Why it is the eleventh year of the reign of our Sovereign,

Malcolm IV.”

Jake quietly counted on his fingers. “It’s 1164 AD. One

more year until...well, you’ll see.” He laughed at his own

joke but stopped when no one else joined him.

Reb grunted. “Look, just drop the act and tell us what’s

going on.”

Eugene shrugged. “I’m sorry milady-”

“Enough with the ‘milady’ stuff!” Aadita yelled. She stood

up and walked away from the group.

“Respect the rules of Larping! Conform you fools!” It was 
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the first time Harley had raised her voice, and she got

everyone’s attention.

“While I endeavour to be most hospitable, mayhaps ye can

find better lodgings near the castle. If ye follow the path,

ye will see it.”

“Sounds like a plan.” Ryan headed for the door.

Harley jumped up and followed him.

“Wait! Ye will need a change of garb. I have some ye can

use,” Eugene offered.

“No.”

“No way.”

“Not gonna happen.”

Jake, Reb, and Aadita were in no mood to play along with

his make-believe game.

“They might not tell us what we want to know unless we

join in,” Harley reasoned.

Reb rolled her eyes. “You can’t be serious.”

“They take this larping business very serious,” Harley

shrugged.

“Fine, whatever.” Aadita and the others followed Eugene

to a cupboard, where he pulled out a pile of clothes.

The clothes were weighty and plain in colour.

Eric held a tunic up to himself. “I don’t think it goes

with my complexion,” he joked.

Harley could feel someone’s eyes on her. When she turned

her head she met Eugene’s gaze.

“I’m sorry to stare ma’am, it’s just I ain’t never seen

hair of that colour before,” He said bashfully.
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“My mother was a mermaid, you see,” Harley joked and gave

the man a wink. Eugene went white in the face. Harley pulled a

cowl up over her turquoise hair, oblivious to the man’s blatant

fear.

Dressed in new - or old, rather - clothes, the group made

their way down the path and toward the ‘castle’. Reb, who had

agreed to change but not adopt any medieval behaviour, waved

her mobile around. She still got no signal. “How much longer

till we get there?”

“He said we should see it after the bend,” Ryan said,

pointing ahead of them.

“I bet it’s some dingy shanty town with tents they bought

from the-” Aadita’s words hung in the air.

The group had rounded the bend. Peaking over the tops of

the trees was a grandiose castle with turrets and flags

billowing in the wind.

They stopped.

“Does everyone else see that?” Eric asked.

“I don’t think we’re in Kansas anymore,” Harley replied.
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CHAPTER VII

The closer they got to the castle, the bigger it got.

Before long, they heard voices. Many voices. The trees parted,

revealing a bustling crowd swarming a beaten-down array of

market stalls. Joining the voices carried on the wind was the

smell.

Ryan pulled his tunic over his nose. “Euch! What is that?”

“Method acting?” Eric quipped.

“Man, they go all out for these LARP events don’t they.”

Jake held his hand to his nose, trying to mask the smell.

“Let’s just wait a minute.” Reb stopped them, putting her

hands out. “Are we all seeing the giant castle?”

The group murmured in agreement.

“So what, are you saying we’re really in the Middle Ages?”

Ryan laughed nervously as he shook his head at the crazy words

leaving his mouth.
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No one was willing to admit that they had the same uneasy

feeling about what was happening.

“I say we check it out. Maybe we’ll find Merlin and he’ll

send us back home,” Harley joked.

By the time the group got to the market, a light drizzle

fell from the sky. The woollen tunics were uncomfortable at

the best of times, but the dampness caused them to cling. Kids

ran around, women chased after them, and men let out a

continuous call for customers.

As they grew accustomed to the noise and smell, the new

sights captivated them. Cooked meat hung on hooks, dripping

unknown liquids onto the counters. Women had baskets flung

over their shoulders where they carried food, fabric, and

everything else you would get from a shopping centre.

The first stalls were the shabbiest, with rotting wood

palings falling off and leaving gaping holes. The meat didn’t

look as fresh, and the fruit would have been best saved for

the stockades.

Staying close together, the group made their way through

the throng of people. Shoulders were bumped, swear-words were

uttered, and children stared at the people with no dirt on

their faces.

“I think we might stick out more than we thought.” Harley

secured her cowl over her coloured hair.

“You’re telling me.” Aadita seemed to shrink as pairs of

eyes landed on her.

Two boys ran past and collided with Eric.
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Reb reached out and grabbed one by the arm. “Give it back,”

her tone was stern, and the boy instantly returned the wallet

he had taken from Eric’s back pocket. Reb let go of the boy,

who disappeared in a flash. She handed the wallet back to Eric.

“What the-?” He stared incredulously at his wallet and

shoved it into his front pocket.

The muddy grounds turned into stone paved paths that led

the final way to the castle. With the better quality roads

came better quality stalls. The people were cleaner with fewer

rotten teeth and bright faces. A moat surrounded the castle,

but no water had filled it for a long time. The wooden

drawbridge was lowered, and the group entered between the stone

pillars that reached high into the sky. Guards patrolled the

entry, making sure none of the poor, unsavoury, patrons could

enter.

Here the wares were of a much higher quality. The fabrics

and clothes came in red and purple, the colour of royalty and

prestige. Jewellery glistened from the little light that managed

to shine through the grey clouds. Necklaces hung high on the

store’s hooks, capturing passers-by with their beauty.

“Make way! Make way!” A voice called from behind them.

The crowd parted, shoving each other to the sides. Horse

hooves clip-clopped on wood as they crossed the drawbridge.

Bursting onto the path was a cart led by two horses. A driver

sat at the front with his hands on the reins, urging the beasts

to move faster. Sat next to him was a Bannerman carrying the

noble family’s flag, who were hidden away in the carts that 
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followed. The large flag flew high. The vibrant colours

of red and blue danced in the breeze. When the wind was strong

enough you could see the flag in full. The house sigil was a

fierce boar, positioned in the centre of the coat of arms. 

Pebbles and small clumps of mud sprayed into the air. Oohs and

ahhs came from the watching crowds.

“That’s Sir Haviland,” a mother whispered to her little

boy. He held tight to his mother, scared of the noise. “One

day y’ll be big and strong like him.” The boy tried his best

to act brave, but didn’t lessen his grip.

As the last of the carts passed, people began to fill the

path again.

Ryan looked over the crowd to the castle. “We’re not that

far from the castle. I say we-”

“Look where y’ goin’ y’ fool!” Standing slightly taller

than Ryan, the man spread his arms in confrontation. He was

much older than the students, his hair was pure white with

scars turning into wrinkles.

‘Aren’t you a little too old for this?’ Ryan wanted to

say, but instead uttered: “Sorry, I didn’t see you there.” He

knew now was not the time to fight.

The man looked Ryan up and down, then let his eyes wander

over the group. “Are ye fighting in the tourney?”

Ryan eyed off the man’s costume. He wore full chainmail

armour. A sword was tied at his waist. A long royal blue cape

was buckled around his shoulders. The edges were trimmed with

black. A silver eagle was embroidered onto his left shoulder.

Ryan couldn't believe the quality of the man's costume. He

didn't even know chainmail was still made anymore.
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The man stared incredulously back, wondering what was

wrong with the boy. “What is ye name?”

Ryan’s mind went blank.  He couldn’t remember his own

name let alone any from history.

“My name…” Ryan stalled. “My name is David the First.”

“From what House?” The man asked.

“From house…” Ryan searched the surrounding stalls,

scrambling for a name. To the side he saw a merchant with

beautiful rugs hung out on display. “From House Carpet.”

“From House of Capet?” The man exclaimed, citing the royal

family of France. “King Louis VII, is he yer father?”

“Yes, yes he is!” Ryan said, confidence filling his lie.

“I did not know he had an heir,” the man chuckled, smacking

Ryan on the back. “Tis an honour.” He outstretched his hand.

“I am Sir Corbin.” Ryan shook his hand, wincing at the strong

grip. “Ye must join us at the tavern t’night; but first we

must sign-up. Bring yer servants.” Corbin strode away, his

cloak, emblazoned proudly with his family insignia, majestically

flowing behind him.

“Your servants?” Aadita put her hands on her hips. “There

is no way I’m pretending to be a servant.”

“We need to fit in, don’t we? Until we can figure out

what the hell is going on.” Ryan couldn’t help but smile, liking

the game a bit too much.

“Dude, you had to say the one thing that sounded like the

biggest family in France!” Jake shook his head.

Harley giggled as Ryan shrugged. “Come on, George Glass.

Let’s go get you signed up.”

They followed Corbin and his attendants.
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CHAPTER VIII

They were led to the centre of the town. The smell of

roasting meats and freshly baked bread wafted through the air.

Children played in mock battles with wooden swords, trying to

land a killing blow and arguing about who should win. A troop

of musicians played, dressed in light flowing fabrics - blue,

green, yellow. A man sat in the shade of a stone column, his

fingers dancing lightly across a lyre. Matching his tempo and

keys beautifully, a woman sang a ballad to a long-gone knight

that traversed far in search for his one, true love. Young

girls swooned at the words, giggling as noble knights passed

them, giving them a wave or wink.

The sign-up process was simple. A wooden table had been

brought out into a clearing. One man sat behind it, a giant

blank book and quill before him. A long line wound around

itself, grown men and boys barely old enough to shave stood in 
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place. Ryan tried to spot the end of the line, but Corbin

continued straight to the front. The registrar finished with

the man in front of him. Corbin dug into his pocket and threw

his small wooden emblem on the desk, ‘showing his colours’. It

bore the same insignia as his cloak and shield; he hoped it

would soon be placed at the top of the leaderboard, declaring

him the winner. The registrar had seen many smug applicants,

but this was one he couldn’t ignore. Corbin was more than just

an applicant, he was Sir Corbin The Unbreakable; fifty-six

years old and yet to lose a battle; he was a pure competitor.

“Sir Corbin of the Western Isles.” He needed no

introduction but offered one nonetheless. His voice boomed,

and those nearby stopped their conversations, moving to get a

look at him. Many had grown up watching his fights, aspiring

to be him.

“Welcome Sir Corbin.” The registrar scribbled his name

and information in the ledger.

Corbin stepped to the side, allowing Ryan to move up. The

man behind the desk looked up at him. “Um. I am Sir David the

First.” He had no emblem to turnover, so stood awkwardly, his

breath caught in his throat.

“Sir David?” The registrar questioned.

“Why, I am the heir of King Louis VII of France. Ye will

address me with respect or ye will lose yer tongue,” Ryan

demanded.

“My apologies Prince David.” The registrar bowed his head

in shame. “I will see to it that you have the finest quarters

in the castle.”
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Ryan nodded. “Thank you.” He spun around and looked at

his friends huddled to the side. He walked over to them.

“Where the hell did you pull all that from?” Eric asked,

astounded by Ryan’s ability to lie.

Ryan shrugged, laughing it off. Jake just rolled his eyes

and the group shuffled away.

Following the registration, Ryan was led to his very own

quarters in the castle as the man had promised. The room was a

bit bigger than Eugene’s house, with a four-poster bed adorned

with comfy red and gold pillows and blanket.

“Thank you.” Harley curtseyed to the male servant who had

escorted them. He bowed his head slightly and backed out of

the room. Harley closed the wooden door and ran her hand softly

along its surface. “Isn’t this awesome!” She was practically

bouncing, she was so happy.

“We still don’t know where we are,” Aadita stated.

“Everytime we ask, no one gives us a straight answer.”

Jake crossed his arms, the first to show a reaction to the

chill in the air.

“Guys, can you stop bickering for a moment and just enjoy

yourselves.” Ryan jumped on the bed, placing himself right in

between the flourish of beautiful throw pillows. He moved his

hands to the back of his head and leaned back. His casual

attitude annoyed the two.

“Look at this room. It’s amazing.” Reb walked to a side

table next to a wicker chair. The design of the chair was

intricate and yet did not overwhelm the more under-decorated 
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parts of the room. A golden jug and goblet set sat on the

table. Reb lifted the jug and gave it a sniff. A strong bitter

smell burned the inside of her nose, and brought water to her

eyes.  “I have no idea what that is,” Reb coughed. “I think

it’s meant to be wine.” She put the jug back down and stepped

away.

“Shouldn’t we be trying to figure out where the hell we

are and, better yet, how to get back home?” Jake asked.

“You can never just enjoy yourself, can you Jake?” Reb

snapped.

Before Jake could retaliate, a knock shook the wooden

door, rattling it against the stone wall. Everyone froze, not

knowing who it could be. They all looked to Ryan.

“Enter,” Ryan called out, shrugging his shoulders at the

group.

The door opened. A male servant stood in the doorway,

bowing slightly before speaking. “Sir Corbin would like to

inform ye that the gathering at the castle’s tavern starts

within the hour.”

“Thank you,” Ryan said, and the servant backed away,

closing the door.

“We should stick together.” Reb tried to be the voice of

reason.

Harley clapped her hands together excitedly. “Yay! A

party.”

“Well, Harley’s in, who else is coming?” Ryan rubbed his

hands together excitedly.

Eric shrugged. “Yeah, sure why not!”
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Ryan and Harley hurried out the door. Eric and Reb followed

quickly, while Aadita and Jake trudged along behind - not really

in the jovial mood.
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CHAPTER IX

The group arrived at the tavern. Pushing open the large

and heavy wooden door, they were greeted with loud chatter,

the occasional raised voice, and glasses clinking and

shattering. Brawny men filled the tavern from wall to wall.

The men pawed at the barmaids, who laughed off their advances.

Reb rolled her eyes, disgusted with the display. As they

aimlessly made their way through the tavern a familiar voice

called out to them. “Boy, come drink with us!”

Ryan turned, seeing Corbin and his companions resting

against a few old wooden barrels fashioned as tables. Ryan and

the group joined the already large party.

Corbin curiously peered past Ryan at the rest of the group;

who were too distracted by their surroundings to be paying

attention.

“Do you always drink with your servants?” Corbin asked.
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Ryan turned around to look at the people, who he was

surprised to call his friends, and laughed. “They’re not my

servants.”

“If they are not yer servants, then what are they?”

“My friends.”

“You strange child,” Corbin laughed. “Never have I heard

of a master being so generous to his servants.” He turned to

the table and grabbed two tankards of ale. He handed one to

Ryan.  “Drink!”

Ryan did as the older man said, and downed the beverage.

He winced at the bitterness of the drink, and, before he could

put the cup down, another was handed to him.

The unlikely band of comrades were very much enjoying

themselves. The drinks were flowing and the fun was endless.

Even Jake and Aadita had come around. Harley had kept the

patrons entertained for hours, dancing with one after another.

Jake’s eyes swept across the room, landing on a rather

strikingly handsome man whose eyes never left Harley. On the

man's leather armour was a fearsome looking boar etched into

the breastplate. The design was familiar, and Jake realised he

had seen it when the caravans had entered through the castle’s

gates. The man, he could only assume, was Sir Haviland if the

sigil of the boar meant anything. Jake did not like the way he

looked at Harley; his eyes were dark and unnerving.

Eric sat amongst Corbin’s men, a drink sitting awkwardly

in his hand. He looked up at the burly figures and felt very 
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out of place. They weren’t much in the way of talkers,

which only made Eric feel more awkward. He looked around the

tavern spotting only knights, clad in their armour.

“So,” he yelled over the conversation and the music. “Where

are all the elves and wizards?”

The men stared uncertainly at Eric. He waited for an

answer, becoming more nervous with the large men’s menacing

eyes on him. He worried that he had offended them. Without

giving Eric an answer, they turned away, rolling their eyes.

Eric nodded dubiously and moved to join Ryan and Corbin.

The tavern was brought to an uproar when a fight broke

out between two men. The fight was a brutal  one, with the

larger man landing blow after blow on the smaller man’s face

and body. Harley, who had been dancing with the smaller man

not long before, gasped and held her hand to her mouth. She

couldn’t believe no one was stopping it. She turned away, no

longer wanting to watch the bloody match. Ryan put a hand on

her shoulder and squeezed, in an attempt to comfort her. A

hushed silence came over the tavern as the smaller man dropped

to the ground. The larger man stood over him, heaving. Sweat

dripped from his forehead, mixed with blood. He waited for the

man to rise, his adrenaline still pumping. With the tip of his

boot, he nudged the man, but he wasn’t moving. The winner turned

to the crowd and raised his hands victoriously in the air.

They chanted his name. “Sampson!  Sampson!”

Sampson beat his chest and cried out in triumph as the

crowd cheered him on. He pushed some barmaids out of the way

and climbed up on the table they were trying to clear.
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“Who has the gizzards ta fight me?” Sampson yelled, still

doused in the other man’s blood. He jumped from one table to

another and stopped. He leaned down and grabbed a boy by the

scruff of his shirt, pulling him up effortlessly so they were

eye to eye. “What about you?” Sampson spat, looking him up and

down.

“Please sir, I am nothin’ but a squire. I dinna ken about

fighting,” the young man stammered.

With a disgusted grunt he threw the boy to the ground and

watched him scurry back to his seat.

The tavern rumbled with a dull roar, everyone looking to

each other, wondering who would be the brave soul to take on

the mighty Sampson.

Aadita shook, a mixture of shock and anger that this was

actually happening. A strange feeling hit her and she looked

to the others, seeing the same startled look on their faces.

A voice from the very back of the tavern spoke up.

“I will fight ye, Sampson the Conqueror.”

Every eye in the tavern turned, searching for the voice.

A clash of laughter washed over the people when they saw that

the challenger was a woman. She stood of average height, a

slender woman with broad shoulders. Her dark curly hair tied

high into a ponytail. A golden sword was tied at her waist,

with embellishments etched into the hilt. An emerald imbedded

into the middle of the guard. She moved fiercely towards

Sampson, her scowl never wavering.

“You?” Sampson chuckled. “Thea, ye are a woman! How many

times must I tell ye women dinna fight, nor will they ever.” 

“Are ye afeared, Sampson?” Thea taunted.
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“Me, afraid? Look at the size of ye.  Never!”

“To this day ye’re yet to accept a challenge from me. To

me, this sounds of someone who is afeared.” Thea could see

Sampson waver in confidence, and she wasn’t the only one.

“Fight her!” Reb yelled, rising to her feet.

Aadita tugged at Reb’s arm, telling her to sit down and

stay quiet.

Reb shrugged out of her grip.

The room of men burst into laughter again, frustrating

Reb more. “She is the only one brave enough to accept your

challenge. So fight her,” Reb pushed.

A drunken man slurred profanities across the room at Reb,

while others yelled for her to take her seat.

“Sit down, you fool!” One yelled.

“Women will speak when spoken too.” Another grabbed a

metal cup and threw it, barely missing Reb’s head.

In a rage fueled second, she jumped up on the table;

getting ready to lunge at the man. Jake and Aadita managed to

pull her down before it was too late.

“I think the wine is getting the better of you,” Jake

said.

Reb pulled her arm from Jake’s grip and gave him a sharp

shove to his chest. Ryan chuckled, stopping only when Jake’s

glare shot through him.

Jake immediately regretted helping Reb and letting his

guard down against her for a moment.

Reb started to shy under everyone’s gazes. She turned on

her heel and headed for the exit.

“Reb!” Eric called, standing to go after her.
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“I’ll go.” Aadita placed a hand on Eric’s shoulder. “I

can’t stand this place anyway.” She hurried after Reb, leaving

the others behind.

The noise rose again. Harley noticed Jake hunched over

his drink.

“Are you okay?” She leaned in close to him.

Jake pushed his drink away. “I’m gonna go.”

“Oh no, please stay. We were having so much fun,” Harley

begged.

“I’m getting tired. I’m just going to go back to the room,”

Jake said.

“Do you want me to come back with you?” Harley asked.

“No, I’ll be fine. Stay here and have fun.” He tried to

smile, but did a poor job of it.

Harley smiled warmly and gently patted him on the back

before he left.
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CHAPTER X

The cold air hit Jake hard as he left the tavern. Day had

turned into night. As soon as the door closed behind him and

the light from inside the bar had vanished, Jake was left

standing on the darkened street. Illumination came from above,

and he looked up. The moon was almost full to bursting. He had

never seen it so large before. He stared in awe, the stars

twinkling in unfamiliar formations. The chill of the air pulled

him out of his daze and back onto the cold dark street. He

looked left, then right, and then left again, attempting to

remember what way they had come. On a chance, he decided to go

left. As he wandered through the streets he tried to find

something that looked familiar to him. There were empty laneways

and courtyards where people had earlier milled about, selling

wares and excitedly discussing the approaching tournament. A

few more turns and he finally came to the conclusion that he 
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was definitely lost. He had wandered deep into the middle

of the city, far away from the castle and the tavern. Old stone

buildings surrounded a small courtyard. Jake could imagine

troops of horses, servants, and dignitaries plodding through.

As he stood in the middle of the town square, he noticed a

light shining out one of the building’s ajar front doors. The

cold air radiated off the stone, chilling him to his bones. He

ventured toward the building, desperate for some place warm.

He knocked on the door. “Hello?” His voice echoed.

The warmth was inviting. He pushed the door open further.

His jaw dropped and his feet took him inside. Stacked from

wall to wall, were hundreds of new and old leather-bound books.

Jake ran his hands over the spines of some interesting titles

by philosophers such as Aristotle and Plato and poets; Marie

de France being one among the many. In the middle of the

library, sprawled out on a podium, was a large book that looked

of great importance. His eyes wandered over the handwritten

words on the fragile paper. On the left of the pages were dates -

1100, 1101, 1102 - and on the right were events outlined in

incredible detail. Jake, intrigued by history, started to search

through the book.

Reb and Aadita stormed out through the castle gates,

undetected by the sleeping guard at his post. What would have

been a grievous act of negligence at other times, was currently

overlooked by the two women. The castle was filled with warriors

from multiple kingdoms. If anyone was foolish enough to attack,

they wouldn’t last long.  Reb was still fuming from the incident

in the tavern.
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“I just can’t believe that happened!” Reb blurted out in

disbelief for the fourth time.

Aadita murmured her agreeance. She was quieter than usual -

forehead furrowed and eyes to the ground. She was also finding

it difficult to process what had happened. That strange feeling

kept coming back to her. She wasn’t even listening to Reb’s

ramblings.

Aadita’s shoe caught on some rough ground, snapping her

out of her daze. She stopped, looking around them.

Reb turned to face her. “What are you doing?”

“Where are we?” Aadita asked.

Reb looked around the dark streets. In her frustrated

ramble she hadn’t notice them stray from the cobble path onto

the muddy streets of the town outside the castle. At night,

when the hustle and bustle of the market stalls were gone, the

town painted a completely different picture. The few people

who were out on the streets looked retched. They had dirty

torn clothes, with no shoes, missing teeth, and body odour

that could be smelt from around the corner. Reb went hot with

fear from head to toe. She moved closer to Aadita and almost

latched onto her arm.

“This isn’t right,” Aadita said softly. “Something is

really wrong.”

Reb nodded.

“I think we should go back now,” Aadita suggested.

Reb nodded again. They turned to head back the way they

had come, but were stopped by a woman.

“’Scuse me ma’am,” the woman said. “Could ye spare a penny

or some food?”
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The girls were speechless. They didn’t know what to do. 

They stared mindlessly at the poor woman.

“Please, my boy...” The woman pulled the bundle she was

clutching to her chest away. Wrapped in the ragged cloths was

a little boy, no older than eighteen months. The boy was pale,

with dark sunken eyes. He looked of death. “He’s not well.

P’haps if I ’ad the money ta feed him, he could fight it. Please 

’elp me.” The woman begged.

Aadita stared at the little boy in his mother’s arms. She

had no money nor food to give them, but she desperately wanted

to help. She knelt down in front of the woman. “I’m sorry. I

don’t have any money or food. But maybe I can help your boy.

I’m studying to be a doctor.”

The woman sighed in relief and smiled widely, tears in

her eyes. “Would ye really do that? Would ye ’elp me boy?”

“I can try.” Aadita attempted a reassuring smile. “Have

you got anywhere to go? Somewhere that is warm and dry?”

“No, I do not.” The lady shook her head.

“You can come back to the castle with us,” Reb offered,

taking a step forward.

“No ma’am, I cannot. If a low born is found within the

palace walls, they are thrown in the jails.” Aadita’s heart

ached for them. “I might know of a place we can take you.”

She looked closer at the little boy and placed her hand

on his forehead. He whimpered at her gentle touch, a burning

fever making the slightest contact painful. “If you come with

us, we will take you somewhere safe.” Aadita reached out her

hand, helping the lady to her feet. Reb steadied the mother’s

other side, and they left the town behind them.
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After a few more rounds of ale, violence was once again

gripping the tavern.

“If ye think ye so brave Thea,” Sampson raised his arms,

“then let’s do this.”

Thea removed her coat, slinging it to the ground. Sampson

let out a raucous laugh. The mere fact this woman thought

herself good enough to battle him filled him with mirth.

Harley, Eric, and Ryan found themselves getting caught up

in the action. None of them wanted to see this woman beaten,

and yet something about the way she held herself told them she

was not to be reckoned with. The three students bustled to the

centre of the tavern. Long wooden tables had been hauled out

of the way to form a makeshift gladiator ring. Ryan held his

arm around Harley, protecting her from the push of rowdy

knights.

Sampson paraded around, hitting his chest in an attempt

to hype-up the crowd.

Thea stood calm and composed, waiting for Sampson to stop

showing off.

He turned around to face her and smiled menacingly. “Ye’ve

made a mistake challenging me, Thea.”

“We’ll see,” she said.

The banter ceased and they both drew their swords, raising

them high in the air. The metal scraped as it exited its sheath.

Candlelight illuminated every dent and divot.

Ryan stood, slack jawed.  “They’re…”

“Real.” Eric finished the thought, unable to believe his

own eyes. He looked to Ryan, both exchanging a worried glance.
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Harley was still watching the fighters intently, in all

the excitement failing to notice the authenticity of the swords. 

Ryan and Eric turned their attention back to the fight.

Sampson lunged at Thea with his sword.

Thea blocked his blow with her own and the clashing of

metal sung through the tavern.

Sampson struck again, Thea dodging his swing.

Thea moved to strike Sampson but Sampson blocked her jab.

The fight was intense and quick. Ryan, Eric, and Harley

had trouble keeping up.

Suddenly, Sampson swung his sword which Thea was too slow

to block.

Sampson’s sword sliced through her leather clothes and

flesh like it was nothing, hitting her upper thigh. Thea

screamed out in agony and dropped to one knee.

The three students gasped. The swords were real. The blood

pouring out of Thea’s thigh was real. The boys latched onto

one another and pulled Harley closer to them for safety.

The crowd cheered on Sampson as he cockily danced around

Thea who was holding onto her leg; blood gushed through her

clutched fingertips. Thea looked up at Sampson and snarled at

his smug grin. Sampson was swinging his sword around, showing

off his swordsmanship. As he swung his sword over his left

shoulder, Thea noticed an almost imperceptible wince. Sampson

was hurt. She slowly brought herself to her feet and turned to

face him again. Sampson’s resolve faltered slightly as he saw

the glint of conviction in her eyes.

Thea charged, swinging her sword hit after hit. She rained

a series of strikes to his left side.
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Sampson was backing up, struggling to keep up with Thea’s

blows. The crowd parted as Thea shoved Sampson backwards. He

fell over the tables behind him, losing grip of his sword on

the way down.

Thea stood over him, holding the hilt of her sword with

two hands, ready to plunge her blade into Sampson.

“Stand,” Thea said.

Sampson looked up at her confused.

“Stand!” Thea repeated. “I will not kill a man while he

is on his back.”

A look of fear crossed Sampson’s face. “I yield.”

Thea placed her sword by her side and turned to the crowd.

The men did not greet her with a cheer of victory or an uproar

of encouragement, but rather sneers and profanities. Without

giving into her anger, Thea went to walk through the crowd

accepting her victory for herself. With her back to Sampson,

he took it as an opportunity to retrieve his weapon. With his

sword raised, he rushed towards her. Thea swung around on her

heel and drove her sword through Sampson’s chest.

Ryan, Eric, and Harley screamed in terror. They looked at

one another, then to Sampson bleeding out on the floor, and

back to one another again. The three students weren’t going to

stick around, and ran for the exit.

Some men in the crowd grabbed hold of Thea. “Thea of Heron

ye are sentenced to death for the murder of a royal knight.”

Thea struggled under their grip, her movements growing more

violent as she was relieved of her sword. “Take her to the

castle’s dungeon.”
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Ryan, Harley, and Eric sprinted through the dark alleyways,

racing back to the safety of the castle. Panic had fully

engulfed them all. They each could hear their hearts thumping

in their chest. Ryan was out in front, his long muscled legs

carried him faster and further than the others. He glanced

over his shoulder to check Eric and Harley were still behind

him; they were with him.

Ryan burst through the castle’s bedroom door and motioned

for the others to hurry in. He slammed the door behind them

and held his hands against it, staring at the cracks in the

wood. Ryan spun madly around to face his friends. His look of

fear and bewilderment matched theirs.

“What the hell just happened!”
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CHAPTER XI

Ryan paced back and forth within their room in the castle.

His feet shuffled on the hard floors, the annoying noise echoing

off the walls. Harley sat on the bed with her head in her hands.

She had already told him to stop a dozen times and didn’t have

the strength to fight. Eric stood next to her, chewing his

fingernails. They had been back almost half an hour, and the

dark of the night matched their dark moods.

The group screamed as the door burst open. Reb and Aadita

stopped at the threshold, shocked by the welcome. Harley and

the boys raced over to the newcomers, all talking over one

another.

“You won’t believe us!”

“We were just having a nice time.”

“There was a fight.”

“Then, BAM! She stabbed him with her sword.”

“Through the chest.  Dead.”
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“What is going on?”

“But?” 

“Somehow we’ve gone back in time.”

“Back! To the middle ages?” 

“The freakin’ middle ages!” 

“Do you think it’s possible?”

“It’s crazy, right?”

“What are we even saying?”

“Guys!” Reb roared over the rambling trio. The room went

quiet. “You need to calm down.”

“We know what you’re talking about. Somehow...” Aadita

stopped, unable to believe what she was about to say. “Somehow

we’ve travelled to the Twelfth Century.”

“But how?” Harley asked.

Reb shrugged. “I don’t know, but we have.”

“How did you find out? Where did you guys go?” Ryan asked,

his brow furrowed.

“For Aadita and I, it just clicked,” Reb said. “We found

a baby with his mother, homeless and on the brink of death. We

knew it wasn’t part of a game anymore.”

“Haven’t we all kind of known for a while now?” Eric asked.

“None of us were willing to admit it to ourselves.” Aadita

shook her head, the clues now blindingly obvious.

“This is too insane,” Ryan chimed in. He took a drink of

whatever filled the jug on the table. It had a bitter taste

that burned on its way down.

Reb looked around the room, spotting everyone but Jake. A

wave of panic rushed over her. “Where’s Jake?”
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“I don’t know.” Ryan sat down on the chair, rubbing his

eyes with his palms.

“He left before the fight. He said he was tired,” Harley

told them.

“And you let him go off by himself?” Reb’s voice escalated

to a higher pitch. Ryan moved his hands to his ears, the alcohol

and loud noise shooting waves of pain through his head.

“I asked if he wanted me to go with him and he said no. 

We didn’t know then,” Harley uttered, dropping her gaze to the

floor.

“You shouldn’t have let him leave!” Reb yelled. Eric put

a hand on her shoulder, hoping to calm her down, but she

shrugged it off. “What if something’s happened to him?”

“I’m sorry. I wasn’t thinking.” Harley peered up at Reb.

“You weren’t thinking!” Reb threw her hands up in the

air.

“You need to calm down, Reb. It wasn’t Harley’s fault.”

Ryan rose, dizzy from the sudden movement.

Reb glared at him. She grit her teeth, pushing past Harley

and Eric to go sit alone on the other side of the room.

“What are we going to do?” Aadita asked.

“What can we do? Jake could be anywhere,” Eric said. “If

he hasn’t come back by morning, we’ll go out looking for him.”

He forced a smile.

“No,” Aadita sighed. “I meant about getting home.”

“What the hell are we meant to do?” Ryan snapped.

“It’s not like we have a DeLorean of our very own to take

us back to the future,” Harley added.
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“We can’t just live here the rest of our lives.” Aadita

thought of never going back home to India to see her family

again.

“Does it look like we have much of a choice?” Ryan shot

back.

They all stood in an awkward silence, feeling the tension

between one another.

“It’s late. I think we should all try and get some rest,”

Eric suggested.

“There’s no way we’ll be able to sleep.” Reb looked at

the door, willing Jake to walk through.

“We should at least try,” Eric reasoned.

The three girls took the bed. Hating the thought of going

to bed angry, Harley reached out and placed an apologetic hand

on Reb’s back. She looked at Harley and pressed her lips into

an attempted smile before lying down. Ryan took the couch next

to the bed, his legs too long and hanging over the end. Eric

walked around the room blowing out the candles. He was about

to blow out the last one when he heard Reb.

“Please leave it. Just in case Jake finds his way home.” 

Eric nodded once and settled into the armchair for the

night.

Jake was still in the library. With every book dated before

1163 AD, it was all becoming clear. The elderly Librarian

stumbled upon him in the early hours of the morning. With some

creative thinking, Jake had managed to garner his assistance.

Books, scrolls, and fresh parchment were delivered to him.

Candles were ignited to light his progress.
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In only a few hours, Jake had collected information about

Scotland, the time they were in, the rules and expectations

for tournaments and melees, and all that he could find on King

Louis VII - Ryan’s faux father.

With his head stuck into the papers, he didn’t notice a

man approach him.

“Why are ye readin’ so late at night?” The voice enquired.

Jake raised his head to find a man, not much older than

himself, peering down at him from across the table. He was

tall with fair hair and even fairer skin. He had a kind face

and was small in stature, his over-sized dark cloak making him

appear even smaller. Jake stared at him, not sure what to say.

“I do apologise, do ye speak?” The man asked

sympathetically.

“Ahhh, yeah. I can talk,” Jake stammered. A million

thoughts were racing through his mind. He found it hard to

concentrate on the conversation.

“Tell me lad, what are those funny windows on yer face?” 

“My glasses?” Jake nudged the black rimmed frames.

“Why do you wear ’em?” The man leaned in, inches from

Jake’s face, inspecting the strange contraption.

“Because I can’t see without them,” Jake told him.

“How are glass windows gawn to cure ye blindness?”

Jake began to explain, only to give up; it would be too

difficult. “You’re right,” he said, taking his glasses off and

putting them on the table. He squinted as everything became

blurry.

The man stared quizzically at them, his eyes then drawn 
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to the array of papers before him. “Why are you here at

half three in the morn reminiscing on the past?” The man reached

out to get a better look at the articles.

“Ah…Let’s just say, I’m somewhat of a history buff.”

“What do ye speak of when ye say ‘history buff’?” The man

looked confused.

“Um, someone who’s interested in history,” Jake explained.

“Oh I see.” The man nodded.

“I’m sorry.” Jake put his hand out. “My name is Jake.” 

The man shook his hand. His grip was firm. “What is yer

house name?”

“It’s just Jake.” The man smiled at him. He broke eye

contact and returned to his research.

“So why are you so intrigued by the past?” The man

continued, taking a seat at the table.

“Ah...” Jake stammered, “I guess there’s something to be

said about history.”

“Aye? Like what exactly?” The man gripped the arms of his

chair, looking as if he was interrogating him.

“History shows us how far humanity has come.”

“And how far have we come?”

Jake paused. “You still have a long way to go.”

The man looked dubiously at Jake. “What do you mean?” 

“Okay for example, your justice system. If a man steals a

loaf of bread to feed his starving family what is his

punishment?” Jake began.

“Why he is put to death,” the man replied.

“Exactly! Why should a man be killed over something as 
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simple as a loaf of bread? The man’s crime was trying to

feed his family.” Jake placed his hands firmly on the table,

his tone vehement. “The gap between the rich and the poor is

preposterous. Why should the royals want for nothing, when

people in their kingdom are dying in poverty? Why should the

class you were born in determine if you live or die? Why should

the poor die, when the rich could do something about it?”

The man leaned in closer and closer as Jake talked.

“You people have no compassion. You have no morals. People

are living in squalor and dying just outside these walls because

of the rich man's greed.” Jake paused. “Not a lot has changed

when I come to think of it,” he said to himself and sighed

heavily.

“So what would you suggest be done?” The man asked.

“Give without wanting something in return. You need to

bridge the gap between the rich and the poor,” Jake answered. 

The man sat there silently, chin resting on top of his clasped

hands, pondering Jake’s words. Uncomfortable in the silence,

Jake returned to his research.

A guard shrouded in gold armour emerged from the shadows

behind the boy, his steps silent.

The man, stirred from his daze, looking up at the guard.

His demeanour changed as he straightened his back, looking

more serious as he stood. “I must go.”

“Okay.” Jake nodded, glancing up from his page.

“Just Jake, it was an honour to speak with ye. Thank you

for entertaining my company. I will not forget it.”

“No worries.” Jake laughed at the man’s unusual gratitude.

“See you around.”
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The sun was just creeping over the city’s buildings when

Jake awoke. A line of dribble made the papers stick to his

face and he fumbled to pull them free. He scrambled to his

feet, hoping he would catch Ryan before the tournament started. 

He had a lot he needed to tell him. Jake gathered all the

necessary documents and snuck away before the Librarian could

stop him.

Jake made his way back to the castle, the broad daylight

helping him find his bearings. He walked into the room as if

no time had passed. The creak of the door woke the group.

Reb was the first to react, jumping out of bed, her arms

outstretched to embrace her brother. She felt an overwhelming

sense of relief to see him safe, but stopped abruptly when she

noticed the look of bewilderment on Jake’s face. Her relief

turned to embarrassment, followed quickly by anger.

“Where the hell were you?” She demanded.

Ryan groaned. He sat up slowly, holding his head, a little

worse for wear.

“I got lost in the dark,” Jake said.

“You never should have left the tavern by yourself last

night, Jake.” Reb raked her hands through her hair.

“It wasn’t the greatest idea,” Jake admitted.

Reb looked down at Jake’s hands, seeing they were full of

documents and scrolls.

“You’re never going to believe what I found out,” Jake

said excitedly. “We’re in…”

“...the middle ages,” Aadita cut in.
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“Wha-How did you guys know?” Jake’s shoulders slumped.

“We saw a guy get stabbed,” Eric said.

“Through the chest.” Harley  pointed to her chest, the

same place Thea’s sword penetrated Sampson.

“That’d do it,” Jake quipped.

“We went outside the city walls.” Reb tried to steady her

nerves and remember exactly what had happened. “The realisation

kind of just hit us.”

“We found a sick boy and his mother left on the street to

die,” Aadita added.

“Is the little boy okay?” Harley asked.

“We took them back to Eugene’s house. We didn’t know where

else to take them. I figured they can at least get warm there

and Eugene will take good care of them until I go back,” Aadita

said.

“Go back? Why are you going back?” Ryan blurted out.

“Because I can help that boy…I think.”

“Well, I found this archives place and pulled out

everything I could on this time.” Jake moved to the bed and

emptied his hands. “Plus everything on the protocol for

tournaments.” He rifled through the scrolls and documents

picking out a few. Jake turned to Ryan and handed him them.

“This is everything I could find on your fake daddy.”

Ryan jumped from his chair, dodging Jake’s outstretched

arm. “And why are you giving them to me?”

“Because if you’re going to play along with this whole

charade, without getting us killed, you’re going to have to

know all about who you’re pretending to be.”
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“I’m not going along with this charade any longer. I’m

not doing the tournament.” Ryan stood erect with his arms

crossed. He tried to act brave, but his shuddering breath

revealed his apprehension.

“You signed up for it already,” Jake pointed out. 

“Everybody knows your face.”

“That was when I thought this was all some nerdy game,”

Ryan cried.

“You can’t just not do it,” Reb said. “They’ll come looking

for you.”

“Not if we get out of here before they come,” Ryan

suggested.

“Where are we going to go?” Eric asked.

A sudden knock at the door silenced the group. They looked

at one another, eyes wide with anxiety.

Reb’s eyes flashed to the door. “Bloody hell.”
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CHAPTER XII

“Don’t answer it,” Ryan whispered.

“Why not?” Harley whispered back.

“Did you not just hear me say, we’re getting out of here?” 

A harder rapp quaked the door.

“Young David,” Sir Corbin’s voice was full of vigor;

surprising after the long night. “You need to be gettin’ ready

for the tournament.”

They remained still, each trying to think of their next

move.

“Maybe-” Jake begun, only to be cut off as the door swung

open.

Sir Corbin marched in.

“Why did nobody answer the door?” Sir Corbin asked, seeing

them huddled in the middle of the room.

Ryan stammered, searching for an excuse.

“You just woke us,” Harley jumped in.
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“Aye…” Sir Corbin looked around the room confused. “You

share yer quarters with yer servants as well?”

Aadita rolled her eyes and moved back to the bed.

“By the gods, Prince David! You looka death.” Corbin shook

his head. “Get y’self washed. You have your hand-to-hand combat

first up. I will wait for ye outside.” Corbin retreated from

the room.

Panicked, Ryan turned towards his friends. “Please come

with me,” he pleaded.

“I can’t,” Aadita said. “I have to go check on the boy.” 

“We’ll come,” Eric said to Ryan, speaking for the rest of

the group. “But first I think we need some ground rules.”

“Good idea,” Jake added.

“Okay,” Ryan started, counting them on his fingers. “One:

we don’t speak of this to anyone. Two: We stick together. Three:

We don’t start a war! And Four…I haven’t thought that far

ahead.”

They all nodded in agreeance.

Ryan moved into action, pulling on his pants, a new shirt,

and boots.

Jake approached him again with the papers. “You seriously

need to look at these.”

“I don’t have time,” Ryan said, rushing out the door.

“The idiot is going to get himself killed,” Jake muttered

to himself.

Harley nudged him. “Don’t say that!”

Jake looked apologetic for a second before hearing Ryan

beckon them from the hallway. Eric, Reb, and Jake followed

after him.
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Harley turned to Aadita. “Are you sure you wanna go back

to Eugene’s?”

Aadita nodded.

“But Ryan said we shouldn’t split up.”

“I promised I would help them,” Aadita urged. “And besides,

I’ll be with Eugene. I’ll be safe with him.”

“Be careful.”

“You too.”

“And good luck.” Harley turned with a smile and caught up

to the rest of the group.

Ryan and Sir Corbin walked side-by-side, ahead of the

group. They wound their way through the castle’s back alleys

towards the tournament grounds. The young competitor shied

under the roars of the crowd resounding off the buildings.

“What is the matter lad?”

Ryan glanced at Corbin before turning his gaze back to

the front, attempting to cover his trepidation.  “Nothing.” 

“Sweat is pourin’ from ye brow! Have yer nerves gotten

the better of ye?” Corbin pushed.

“Something like that.”

“What are you afeared of? You’re a braw lad. You have

nothing to fash about.”

“That doesn’t help me if I don’t know how to fight with a

sword!”

Corbin stopped dead in his tracks. “What d’ya mean you

dinna ken how to fight with a sword? Did your father not have

the sense to teach you?”
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“My father has taught me a lot of things. Sword fighting

is not one of them.”

“The melee doesna start until the week’s end. I will teach

ye everything I ken before then.”

Ryan laughed, half relieved and half terrified. They

continued walking in silence.

The city buildings parted to reveal a large stadium-like

structure. A wooden construct rose up on thin stilts overlooking

an oval-shaped muddied dirt ring. The stands were filled with

the middle-class citizens ascending from seats on the ground

to several metres high. Above them sat the tournament host and

their counsel, in the covered royal box. The audience roared

as the two fighters, dressed in dark leather armour, fought in

hand-to-hand combat.

Sir Corbin led Ryan and the others to their tent before

departing for his own. The room was filled with all the

trimmings: fruit and other assorted foods, red wine in a

gorgeous glass jug with golden cups, and a beautiful gold and

dark purple lounge. To the side of the food table was a man

standing up straight with his hands clasped behind his back.

The students were in awe, never having seen such luxury

before. Eric and Jake immediately made a beeline for the food

table. There was so much choice they didn’t know where to begin.

Harley giggled and sauntered over to the couch, gracefully

laying down. The man next to the food table walked over to her

and, without a word, poured her a glass of wine. When she took

the glass, he bowed with eyes lowered, and returned to await

his next duty. Harley laughed in amazement.
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Reb leaned over to Ryan. “The perks of being a prince,

huh?”

“Yeah.” Ryan breathed a helpless sigh.

At the back of the tent stood another man, dressed and

posed identically to the first. Next to him stood four suits

of armour - three iron, one leather.

“Who are these for?” Ryan asked the servant.

The man took a small step forward. “When people heard

that King Louis VII’s heir was competin’ in this tourney, they

wanted to make sure ye were fitted with the finest suits the

city had to offer. This suit of armour, Prince David,” he

pointed to the leather suit, “was a gift from Lady Giselle. 

This one,” pointing to the light silver suit of armour, “was a

gift from Lady Amelinne.” The man pointed to the first of the

heavy-looking dark iron suits. “And this was a gift from Lady

Ossana.”

“Ooooh a ladies man,” Reb teased, playfully nudging him

with her elbow.

The man pointed to the remaining dark iron suit. “And

this one is from Prince Emery.”

Reb stifled a laugh but Ryan ignored her teasing.

“The blacksmiths worked all night to make sure ye had the

finest armour available.” The servant bowed and stepped back

into his place. Ryan moved forward and ran his hand over the

first iron suit. It’s shield was painted with the Capetian

insignia. It did not boast of strength and power with a boar

or rearing horse, but rather an array of fleurs-de-lis against

an azure background.
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“How come everyone else gets cool animals and I have these

things?” Ryan asked Jake.

The amateur historian gave him a sly smile before

explaining. “Every coat of arms has a different meaning. This

one is actually quite cool.” He ruffled through some papers,

trying to read his scribble of notes. “The blue signifies

strength, truth, and royalty. The yellow icons are basically

lilies. They represent perfection, light, and life.”

“Rad.” Reb smiled a toothy grin.

“What about the armour? I don’t even know what to do with

them.”

Harley thrust herself off the lounge and over to the boys.

She placed a reassuring hand on Ryan’s shoulder, the wine glass

swinging loosely in her other. “The leather suit is for the

hand-to-hand combat part of the tournament. You can move easier

in it; the heavy armour just gets in the way.” She continued

down the line. “The first iron suit is for jousting; the iron

is lighter so it allows you to move easier with the lance.” 

Ryan looked over at Jake to see if he was as confused as

him before returning his attention to Harley.

“These two darker iron suits are for the melee. They’re

more heavy-duty because that’s where you have more chance of

getting injured.”

“How do you know about all this stuff?” Ryan asked.

“I’m part of an online gamers community. One of the games

is set in the middle ages. You learn a lot about this sort of

thing.” Harley shrugged and walked back to the lounge.

A tournament official clad in a plain brown tunic and 
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tights entered the tent. Bowing in front of the royal

member, he announced: “Prince David, ye are needed at the combat

ring. Yer event is ’bout to begin.”

Ryan nodded and watched the man leave. He could feel his

heart beating faster; the hair on his arms shot up; his legs

shook with adrenaline, wanting to run and never stop. The

servants in the room moved to the leather suit. They removed

the top half from the display and walked to Ryan, holding it

in front of him. Ryan tilted his head to the side, not sure

what they wanted him to do. One of them looked to his hands at

his sides and nodded his head in an upward motion. Ryan raised

his arms high in the air. The men pulled the leather armour

over his head and tightened it at the sides.  They brought

over the pants and leant down to help Ryan into them.

Ryan stepped back. “Woah, no, no, no. It’s okay. I can

put them on myself.” Ryan took the pants from them. They nodded

and stepped backward, once again putting their hands behind

their backs.

When Ryan was fully suited up, he turned around to see

his friends staring up at him in awe, mouths agape.

“What?” Ryan asked, worried.

“You look…” Jake begun.

“Freakin’ awesome!” Eric exclaimed.

They all laughed. Ryan’s worry abated for a brief second.

He knew he could fight. It was what got him into Smith House

and ultimately landed him in the middle ages. “Let’s do this.” 

With his friends in tow, he exited the safety of the tent.

Eric looked for Reb and stopped when he noticed that she wasn’t

following. “Are you coming?” He asked.
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Reb shuffled her feet and put her hands in her pockets.

“Ah no, I think I’m just gonna hang here.”

“Do you want me to stay with you?” Eric asked.

“No, I’ll be fine,” Reb said, a bit harshly. Her frown

softened. “I know you want to see Ryan’s fight.”

“Okay,” Eric said quietly and turned to follow the rest

of the group.

Once her friends were gone, Reb looked over at the royal

armour. She stood in front of one of the dark iron suits. She

reached her hand up and ran it over the helmet, looking into

its empty eyes. Reb felt the side glances of the servants,

still standing stiffly in their positions. She turned her gaze

to the closest man whose eyes shot to the front once again. 

Reb removed her hand from the suit, placing it gently on her

own chest. She moved quickly on her heel and sauntered over to

the food table.
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CHAPTER XIII

With a bit of dumb luck, Ryan found where he needed to be

before the fight started. The others stood on the ground level

behind the wooden barrier. They arched up on their toes and

leaned over the fence, trying to see the action. Ryan’s opponent

walked onto the field. The crowd cheered for him as he took

his place in the middle of the sludge-covered field. Ryan

entered the wooden ring and trudged over to the man. He had a

good foot in height on him and was much broader in stature.

The odds looked good.

Eric and Jake clapped for Ryan. Harley stood on the

barriers, yelling encouragements at the top of her lungs. Jake

looked up at her and laughed.

“Just Jake,” a voice sounded behind them. The trio spun

around, coming face-to-face with a guard in golden armour.

“King Malcolm has asked for ye to accompany him in the royal

box.”
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Jake looked to his dumbfounded companions. “Why would 

the King be asking for me?”

“Follow me.” The guard offered no explanation, turning on

his heel and leading Jake away.

“We agreed not to…” Eric began to call out, petering out

when he realised Jake could no longer hear him, “split up.” 

Jake stayed close to the guard as they weaved through the

crowds. They came to the entrance of the royal box. The armoured

man stood to attention at the bottom of the stairs, his back

straight and his hands at his side. Jake didn’t know what to

do and the guard gave no indication. The little of what Jake

could see of his face was expressionless. Jake looked up the

stairs, hesitant to go alone. He took his time ascending,

steeling himself for whatever would come next. It still caught

him by surprise. Sitting in a lavish chair, greeting him with

a giant grin, was a face he knew. It was the young man he had

met in the library the previous night. He rose, opening his

arms in a gesture of welcome. He embraced Jake in a tight grip.

“I’m so glad ye chose to join us,” the man said, grabbing

Jake by the shoulders.

“You’re King Malcolm?” Jake stammered.

Before Malcolm could answer, an elderly man from the King’s

party spoke out. “How dare ye not bow in the presence of our

majesty the King.”

Jake, taken aback by the sudden hostility, didn’t know

what to say. He opened his mouth to apologise but Malcolm

stopped him.
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“Dinna be so unwelcoming to my guest, Sir Richal,” King

Malcolm said sternly. Sir Richal averted his gaze and bowed

his head in apology. Malcolm offered Jake a seat next to him -

albeit on a less-decorated chair. He retook his throne and

leaned over to the still-confused student. “My friend, I was

thinking ’bout our conversation last night. I wanted to hear

more of yer thoughts on the matter.”

Jake remembered all his opinionated remarks. “I’m sorry.

I realise now that I was out of line.”

“Why? Because now ye ken that I am King?” Malcolm laughed.

The boy didn’t know what to say.

“Jake, my whole life people have told me what I want to

hear. Not what I need to hear. Your honesty was refreshing and

quite frankly I would like to hear more of it.”

“Really?” Jake asked, shocked.

“Aye. I canna get what you said out of my head. I want to

ken ye thoughts on how to ‘bridge the gap’ - as you put it

last night,” Malcolm said. “I want to ken what I, as King, can

do for the people of my country.”

Jake laughed in amazement, dumbfounded by the fact that

the advice he had given to a King was being taken seriously.

“I have a few ideas.”

The crowd roared as the fighters took their positions.

Malcolm smiled at Jake. “Tell me after the match. My money’s

on Otis the Brute.”

Ryan and Otis squared off, fists raised waiting for the

official to begin the fight. Ryan was uncomfortable in the 
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leather armour; it felt tight and restricting. A horn

sounded to begin the fight. Ryan and his competitor danced

around one another, each waiting for the other to make the

first move.

Otis took a swing at Ryan, impacting with Ryan’s face. 

Ryan stumbled back, shocked by his lightning moves. Ryan tried

to retaliate the punch, but he was too slow. The leather

breastplate held him back. Ryan rolled his shoulders around,

trying to loosen the armour even a tiny bit. Otis swung again,

hitting Ryan once, twice, three times. Ryan blocked the fourth,

swinging and hitting his opponent in the ribs. Otis staggered

back two steps but regained his balance and advanced. He tackled

Ryan, pinning him to the ground and punching him again and

again. Just as Ryan felt like he was ready to give up, he could

hear Eric and Harley in the stands encouraging him. Ryan managed

to throw Otis off him and scrambled, with difficulty, to his

feet. They squared off again. Ryan tried to raise his fists

higher, but his armour held his arms down. Otis was about to

lunge for Ryan, when Ryan forced up his hand to stop the fight.

Otis paused. Ryan motioned again to pause the fight and turned,

searching for his friends. The crowd groaned and booed as he

walked towards Eric and Harley. He was already beginning to

untie the armour when he reached them.

“What are you doing?” Eric asked.

“This armour’s too constricting. I can’t fight with it

on. Help me take it off,” Ryan said.

Eric and Harley slipped under the railing and helped Ryan

take the top half of the suit off. The crowd watched with hushed 
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whispers. Ryan sucked in a deep breath, finally able to

move again. He patted Eric’s shoulder in a thank you and winked

at Harley before returning to the fight.

Otis looked confused and a little wary as Ryan re-entered

the match. Ryan smirked at the man. The official resumed the

fight. Ryan landed his punches one after the other. Otis

stumbled backwards. Ryan blocked any advances he tried to

return. He felt Otis’ nose break under his fist; blood covered

his face. Ryan kicked his opponent's feet out from under him,

watching him land hard in the sludge. Ryan lent down over the

man and landed one final punch that knocked him out, ending

the fight. The official rushed over to the combatants, making

sure Otis was out of the fight for good. Ryan stood waiting

for the call. The official turned to the crowd.

“Ladies and gentlemen,” he cast his voice out for everyone

to hear. “We have our victor. Prince David of France!”

The crowd stood in their places, cheering for the winner.

Ryan smiled widely. His mind raced back to all his triumphs on

the football fields. They may have been shouting another name,

but the accolades were all for him.

Reb laid on the couch with a huge plate of food in her

lap; she was working her way through it. Eric, Harley, and

Ryan interrupted her sanctuary, laughing and talking in an

excited babble.

“You should have seen it, Reb,” Eric boasted.

“He was incredible.” Harley was still antsy with

excitement.

“You look disgusting.” Was all Reb could say to Ryan.
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Ryan looked down at himself. Mud covered him from head to

toe. He tried to run his fingers through his hair, but it was

matted with sludge. He laughed. His spirits had definitely

lifted after his win.

“I will draw ye a bath, sir,” one of the servants said

before disappearing behind a thin cloth divider.

“Sweet,” Ryan smiled.

Reb looked at Harley and pointed to the far side of the

tent. “That came for you.”

An exquisite red silk dress hung on a hook outside a large

cupboard everyone had failed to notice.  The off-the-shoulder

collar was encrusted with white gems. The dress flowed straight

down to the ground, the sleeves almost meeting the dress at

the floor. A silver linked belt wrapped around the waist, the

chain continuing to drape down, stopping just short of the

hem.

“What?” Harley rushed over to it, taking it in her hands.

“Where did it come from? Who did it come from?”

“I dunno,” Reb said, not bothered.

“It’s gorgeous.” Harley glowed, smiling from ear to ear.

“Who in the world would give this to me?” Reb shrugged and

returned to her plate of food.

The servant came out from behind the divider and looked

to Ryan. “Prince David, yer bath awaits you.”

Ryan wasn’t paying attention; he was too busy scouring

the food table.

“Prince David?” The man said again.

Ryan was scoffing fruit when Eric nudged him. Ryan frowned,

grunting through his full mouth.
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“Prince David. You are being spoken to!” Eric said.

Ryan looked around the room at Reb then Harley, until

finally landing on the servant. He raised his eyebrows in

acknowledgement.

“Yer bath, sir.”

“Mmmmm,” Ryan murmured in agreement, swallowing what food

he had left in his mouth. He started to walk over to his bath,

but stopped and pointed at Harley. “Do you want a place to

wear that dress?”

“Yes of course,” Harley gushed.

“The King is holding a dinner for all the knights or

something tonight,” Ryan shrugged. “I don’t know. Anyway, Corbin

told me I have to go. Wanna be my date?”

“Are you serious?” Harley grinned.

“Yeah!”

“Oh my gosh, yes.” Harley fought the urge to bounce on

the spot.

Ryan nodded and continued towards the curtain. As he got

to the servant, the man started to take Ryan’s shirt off for

him.

“Woah.” Ryan jumped back away from the grabby servant.

“Mate, I can take my own shirt off.”

The man bowed his head in acknowledgement and stepped to

the side to let Ryan pass.

“I can wash myself too,” Ryan said sarcastically.

As Ryan disappeared behind the divider, Jake appeared

through the tent’s flap.

“Where have you been?” Reb asked.

“He was summoned by the King,” Harley teased.
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“The King?” Reb snorted in disbelief.

“Yeah, long story,” Jake said bluntly. “He wants me to go

to this dinner tonight.”

Harley skipped over to him and excitedly clutched onto

his hand. “That’s great! I’m going too.”

“Really?” Jake’s eyes lit up.

“Yeah, Ryan’s taking me,” Harley said.

Jake’s smile vanished from his face as if it had been

slapped away. “Oh, awesome,” he said, defeated.

“Yes, while us plebeians get to stay behind and do

nothing,” Reb joked.

Jake and Harley shrugged.

“What are you going to wear?” Harley asked Jake.

He looked down at his simple brown cotton clothes.

“You can’t wear that!”

“Well it’s not like I have much of a choice,” Jake said.

One of the servants stepped forward and cleared his throat. 

“Maybe I could be of some assistance?” He walked across the

room to the large cupboard and opened it up to reveal an

assortment of garments.

“There are plenty of doublets, footwear, and pants,” the

man presented.

“What are doublets?” Eric laughed.

The man pulled out a close-fitting green silk vest with a

golden leaf pattern. They laughed at the thought of Jake wearing

such peculiar attire. Jake was not impressed and did a poor

job at hiding it.

“What’s your name?” Harley asked the servant.

“Pardon, milady?” The man was shocked by the question.
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“Your name?” Harley repeated.

“My name? Perceval ma’am.”

“Perceval. Is it alright if I call you Percy?” Harley

grinned, shooting him a wink.

Perceval was taken aback by the kindness of these ‘high

born’ people. He wasn’t sure how to react so he nodded stiffly. 

Harley smiled wider, pleased he had agreed.

Ryan returned from his bath in a fresh set of clothes. He

saw the jacket in Percy's hand. “What the hell is that?”

“What you’re wearing to the party tonight,” Reb said

through fits of laughter.

“No way,” Ryan said, shaking his head.

Percy handed Ryan his vest and got another one out for

Jake. Jake was a little relieved with the second choice. It

had an unusual pattern with different shades of brown, gold

and black. He took the vest from Percy, who turned back to the

cupboard to find them suitable pants and footwear.
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CHAPTER XIV

Jake, Harley, and Ryan arrived at the royal dinner

together. Harley cut a spectacular figure in her new dress.

Her turquoise hair was up, with little white flowers that Percy

had found for her poked in and around the bun. Jake and Ryan

were both donned in their medieval outfits. They looked

handsome, with their hair brushed neatly down. They fidgeted,

pulling at the sleeves and stretching the neck holes. The pants

were a little tight for their liking and the shoes squeaked

and slipped on the stone floors. Two castle guards dressed in

royal regalia opened the large wooden doors for them, the sound

of chatter and music washing over them. Entering the dining

hall was like stepping into a completely different world once

again. The hall was a grand space. Stone pillars surrounded

the outskirts; on each one hung a sconce shaped like a griffin,

with flames billowing from their backs. The roof loomed above 
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them. The illumination from the sconces made the stained-

glass windows scatter coloured light.

At the far end of the hall, on a slightly higher platform,

lay the King’s dining table. King Malcolm sat in the middle.

He was dressed in a loose white long sleeved shirt, a navy and

green tartan sash fell from his shoulder to his waist fastened

with a silver pin. For the first time, Jake saw King Malcolm

with his crown. It was a plain golden circlet with four arches

that met in the middle and a globe surmounted on top. Jake was

surprised by the simplicity of the piece.

On King Malcolm’s left was Sir Richal, on his right was

an empty chair. Women and men from his counsel occupied the

remaining seats. They were all dressed in exquisite colours

and shrouded with gold.

Down on the hall’s main floor, two long tables sat on

opposite sides of the room, facing one another. The tables

were decorated with plates fashioned from horn, silver chalices,

wrought iron forks and knives, and tall candles that had been

burning for so long that the wax had dripped down the stem and

onto the table.

In the corner, a band of four were playing wooden flutes,

mandores, and tambour drums. The melody was soft and pretty.

Some of the distinguished guests swayed back and forth to the

tune.

King Malcolm spotted Jake, and beckoned him over, patting

the empty seat next to him.

Jake turned to Ryan and Harley, the latter giving him an

impressed look. “You’ve made a real impact on this King, haven’t

you?”
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“Yeah, I don’t know why.” Jake shrugged.

“I do.” Harley smiled warmly.

Jake’s heart skipped a beat.

“You better not keep him waiting.” Harley waved him off.

Jake walked over to Malcolm and sat in the seat the King

had saved for him.

The night was in full swing. Corbin had snared Ryan from

Harley, leaving her by the side of the room. She watched the

patrons dance in perfectly choreographed movements. Sir Haviland

emerged from the crowd, appearing at Harley’s side. She looked

up at him and smiled a polite acknowledgement before returning

her gaze to the dancers.

Sir Haviland leaned in close, his lips almost grazing

Harley’s ear. “I see you received my gift.” He motioned towards

the dress.

Harley sprung back from him, unable to suppress a squeal

of delight. “You gave me this?”

“Yes my lady.” Sir Haviland looked her up and down.

“Thank you. It’s beautiful,” Harley said. “But why?”

“A beautiful girl needs a beautiful dress,” Haviland said.

She blushed. “I’m Harley.” She put her hand out. Haviland

took it tenderly and kissed the back of it. Harley was awed by

the man’s chivalry; it didn’t hurt that he was extremely

handsome. His blond hair flowed to his shoulders and his jawline

looked like it was made of steel.

“I know,” Haviland said.

“How do you know?” Harley chuckled.
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“I saw you the other night dancing at the tavern. You

took my breath away.”

“Oh.” Harley grinned. “And who might you be?”

“My name is Sir Haviland.” He looked around them. “Where

is your betrothed?”

“My what?” Harley asked, confused.

“Your betrothed, Prince David,” Haviland said.

“Oh, we’re not…” Harley began. “He’s not my…betrothed.” 

Haviland grinned a sly smile. “In that case, would you

like to dance?”

“Of course.”

Haviland bowed and offered Harley his hand. With a giggle,

she curtsied before taking it. He twirled her out onto the

dance floor before bringing her in closer and placing his hand

on her lower back. They stood now inches from one another. For

a moment, Harley struggled to grasp the concept that she was

dancing with a man who in her lifetime was long dead.

After what felt like hours, the musicians took a break

and dinner was announced.

“Join me for the feast,” Haviland said, still clutching

onto her even though the other dancers had dispersed.

Harley searched the crowds for Ryan. She didn’t want to

leave him to eat alone. Haviland grabbed her chin and roughly

pulled her eyes back to his. Harley was shocked by the sudden

hostility from the charming man she had danced the night away

with.

“Join me,” Haviland said through grit teeth, still gripping 
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onto her chin. Too shocked to say anything, Harley nodded.

Haviland’s grimace turned to a smile that no longer looked

right on him. He took her by the hand and escorted her back to

his table.

As the people took their seats, the King rose to address

his guests. “My lairds, my ladies, my friends; I would like to

thank ye all for joining me tonight. In light of recent counsel

I would like to make an announcement. While we are fortunate

enough to enjoy the food, the wine, and the entertainment of

this year’s tourney, there are people suffering outside our

castle walls. In light of this, I will be donating the tourney’s

champion purse to the poor.”

Jake smiled at the King, knowing that his influence had

begun to make the man a better and just ruler. The knight’s

roared in dismay. King Malcolm turned red with rage and a slight

hint of embarrassment. “I am yer King. My word is final.” His

voice boomed throughout the hall. “Now shut yer mouths and

enjoy the food I so generously provided ye.”

“That man is a damn fool,” Haviland said to Harley and

his comrades around the dinner table.

“I heard he’s taking his orders from the child sitting

next to him,” one man sneered.

“He’s a strange king. He is not fit to rule this land,”

another man added.

“I think he has a kind heart,” Harley said quietly.

The three men whipped their glares towards her. She could

feel her cheeks turning hot with fear.
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Haviland leaned in closer to Harley, his eyes looked hard

and evil. “A kind heart gets you killed.”

As the King retook his seat, Jake turned to him. “I see

you’re beginning to act upon what we spoke about the other

night.”

“Indeed, my friend,” King Malcolm said, smiling and sipping

from his jewel-encrusted goblet. “So tell me; what are some of

ye ideas to help our less fortunate citizens?”

Jake shifted in his seat to face the King, forgetting

about his meal. “In my personal opinion, to lift the people

out of poverty they need to be given a steady wage. It could

be a gift or jobs throughout the city, or even within the castle

walls. That way they can afford suitable housing, food, and

clothing.”

Jake noticed Sir Richal over the King’s shoulder,

unmistakably trying to listen-in. It made him feel uneasy but

he continued anyway. “The next thing I would suggest is

schooling. For boys and girls. Knowledge is power.”

“Knowledge is power,” Malcolm repeated the unknown phrase.

Jake looked out over the throng of people, spotting

Harley’s turquoise hair among a sea of brown and blonde. “Um

yes, knowledge. Schooling...” Jake tried to maintain his train

of thought. He struggled to tear his eyes from her. She sat

with Haviland, the Knight leaning awfully close. Jake’s eyes

searched for Ryan. Why wasn’t he with her? Jake brought his

eyes back to Harley. He squirmed in his seat, his actions

mirrored by his friend. Jake saw Harley rise to her feet, 
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disgust set heavily on her face. She turned to walk away

but Haviland reached out and clutched onto her wrist. Jake

rose in an instant, his fists balled at his sides. King Malcolm

followed Jake’s distracted gaze where he saw Harley struggle

under Haviland’s grip. He was hurting her and Jake couldn’t

contain his silence any longer.

“Let go of her!” Jake yelled across the room.

Haviland turned his head towards Jake, his lip curled

into a snarl. He tightened his grip on Harley’s wrist. Harley

tried to wrench her hand away with no luck.

“I said-” Jake began.

“Sir Haviland, release that poor lass’ hand or I will

ensure ye no longer have yours,” King Malcolm spoke, dismissing

Haviland with a wave of his hand.

The Knight stared down the King, eventually letting go of

Harley. She stumbled back, almost falling over her chair, and

rushed towards the exit. Jake turned to the King, lost for

words but knowing he needed to go after his friend.

“Go,” King Malcolm said with a gentle nod.

Jake left without another word. He burst out the dining

hall’s doors as Harley rushed around the corner. He took off

after her, catching her in the middle of a dark street. 

“Harley,” he said, while slowing down to a walk.

She sighed in relief when she saw it was him and stopped.

She sucked back a quivered breath. In the light of the full

moon, Jake could see tears streaming down her face. He placed

his hands on either side of her shoulders. She relaxed under

his touch and clasped her hand around one of his.
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“Are you okay?” It was a silly question, but it was all

he had.

Harley sniffled and wiped away her tears. “I need to get

out of this dress.” She turned and continued down the dark

alleyway. Jake followed protectively behind.

It took quite a while for Aadita to reach Eugene's house. 

She may not have been a registered physician yet, but she could -

and would - do everything in her power to help the ill boy. 

The flicker of the fire could be seen through the window. She

knocked quietly on the door, not wanting to disturb the boy.

Eugene answered, "I'm glad ye're here." He hurried her

inside.

The room was warmer than she expected. The child’s mother,

Mary, was asleep in a worn-out chair near the fireplace,

cradling her son, Henry. Aadita rushed over. The boy was asleep

but restless, whimpering in his slumber. He recoiled when she

placed her hand on his forehead. She frowned, knowing her hands

would feel like ice on his burning skin. It was not a good

sign.

Mary's eyes fluttered open and she looked relieved to see

Aadita. She shook her head, trying to shake off her drowsiness.

"How long has he been like this?" Aadita asked.

"A few hours. It seems ta ’ave gotten worse."

Henry looked weak and was thin - the fact that he was

malnourished did not help. He stirred and began to cry. Mary

hugged him and attempted to calm him down.

Eugene looked worried. He stood close enough to help, but

stayed out of the way. “We could bleed the bairn.”
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“Bleed him?” Aadita asked, confused and worried by the

term of phrase.

“Aya to cure the fever. Ya make a nick in the wee bairn’s

arm and let the bad blood out."

Aadita was horrified, but spoke calmly and politely. "Thank

you for the suggestion Eugene, but I don't think that's the

best cure for this boy. Do you have some cool water and a rag? 

And perhaps some food?"

"There is already a pot of boiling water over the fireplace

for cooking. I could make some soup. There’s a running stream

out the back, if ye need cold water."

Eugene fetched a wooden pail for Aadita. She rushed out

into the cool, dark night. She stood hopelessly for a moment

as the door swung shut behind her, searching the darkness for

any sense of direction. In the distance to the back of the

house she could hear the trickling of running water. Aadita

stumbled over the uneven ground towards the sound. She knew

she had found it when her boots were filled with icy water. 

Kneeling down, she scooped the water into the pail and headed

back for the house. The lovely aroma of Eugene’s cooking hit

her the moment she burst through the door. He looked to her

and pointed to a dark metal tub in the corner of his home. She

moved to the tub and emptied the bucket, before fleeting into

the night once again.

The boy's cries grew louder and more distressed.

Mary yelled out to Aadita. "He keeps clutching his head -

I think it aches."
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"Just keep trying to soothe him,” Aadita said. “What I

need you to do is bring him over to the tub. To cool the fever,

the best thing for him is to be submerged in the cold bath.” 

Mary stood, clutching Henry to her chest, a look of concern

as she stared at the dark water, “He needs to be in there?” 

“Yes, it’s the only way to get his temperature down

quickly.” 

Mary nodded. With a sigh of relief, Aadita begun to remove

her jacket, shoes and pants until she stood in only her long

cotton shirt and underwear. Without any explanation Aadita

stepped into the bath, sucking in a deep breath as she touched

the ice-cold water. Gradually she lowered herself into the

water. She motioned for Mary to hand her the baby. Henry wailed

as his tiny body touched the water. Aadita moved him to her

chest, lying him on his back. His screams were heart wrenching

but it was for his own good.

After what felt like an eternity, Henry’s cries eased. An

hour passed and Aadita's eyes began to feel heavy. She felt a

hand on her shoulder.

Mary was talking to her animatedly. "He's shivering!"

Aadita could see the little boys teeth chattering.

"It’s OK. It’s just the fever breaking." She tried to

give a reassuring smile.

The boy improved as each hour passed, until he finally

fell asleep. Mary watched from the side of the tub, gently

smiling as she watched her son’s pain drift away.

Aadita, struggling to stay awake, looked to Eugene. “How

is the soup coming along?”
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In answer to her question, Eugene scooped the contents of

the pot into three bowls and juggled them as he walked over to

the tub. Aadita looked to Henry; the sleeping boys condition

had improved somewhat - the colour was returning to his cheeks

and he was no longer burning a fever. Aadita steadied her arm

under Henry and stood out of the bath. He stirred awake with a

little whine, but settled as soon as he was in a blanket back

in his mother’s arms. Eugene handed Aadita and Mary a bowl of

soup. Aadita wrapped a warm blanket around herself.

"I haven't seen vegetables this good in years," Mary said. 

“All we get are scraps and odds and ends that the farmers can't

sell."

Aadita shivered at the thought. "That's terrible. It must

be hard to try and feed your family properly."

"Aye." She looked to Henry a look of guilt on her face.

Eugene took a stool and sat in front of Mary and the baby. 

He smiled and mimicked horses galloping as he edged the spoon

closer to Henry’s mouth. The boy turned his head away.

"You must eat," his mother said, worry in her words.

After some more prompting, he began to take small spoonfuls

at a time.

Aadita woke with a start; a rooster crowing loudly outside

the door. The fire had burned down to embers and sunlight was

just beginning to fill the room. Eugene was sleeping soundly

on the floor near the fireplace and the woman was snoring

slightly, her son still sound asleep in her arms. Colour had

returned to his face.
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Aadita stretched in the chair she had fallen asleep in.

She smiled to herself. It was the first time she'd helped treat

someone's sickness, and she was grateful it had worked.

The woman stirred as Aadita rose to leave. She looked at

her son, then whispered a ‘thank you’ to Aadita, gratitude

shining in her eyes.

"You're very welcome. Stay here and rest as long as you

can. I will return after I've seen my friends." Aadita smiled

at her and left.
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CHAPTER XV

The crowd roared and stamped their feet on the wooden

floorboards. The tournament official clambered up the wooden

ladder to the leaderboard. He removed a bright red emblem

emblazoned with a gold crescent, and elevated a green one with

a stag. Ryan fiddled with his armour, feeling the rare sunshine

warming his back. They were moved to the side as the loser was

carried out by his attendants. His helmet had fallen during

the bout, and was brought out after him. Ryan licked his lips

for the hundredth time, suddenly realising how dry his mouth

was. He was moments away from stepping onto the field. In truth

he was feeling more confident than at the start of the

tournament. His previous win and celebration had lifted his

spirits. Harley had accompanied him to the jousting track to

help him get ready while the others waited back.

“Now, you can’t take this armour off like you did in the 
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hand to hand,” Harley explained to Ryan as she made sure

it was on properly. “This one is here to save your life.”

“I gathered,” Ryan said.

A man brought Ryan his horse. The stallion was a beautiful

golden palomino standing eighteen hands high. Ryan took the

reigns and looked up at the beast dressed in King Louis VII’s

house colours.

“Do you know how to ride?” Harley asked.

“It’s probably the one thing I actually know how to do,”

Ryan told her.

“Well at least you have that.”

Ryan jumped up into the saddle. He looked like something

out of a dream; a real knight in shining armour. An official

motioned to Ryan to move to the starting point. He could see

his opponent at the other end of the field. A long wooden

divider split the track in two. Ryan lined up on one side while

his competitor was on the other. He was a larger man, his onyx

horse draped with the house colours of red, white and black.

Harley grabbed the lance and Ryan’s helmet and walked over to

him. She climbed a step that had been laid out for her and

passed the lance up to him. Ryan looked down at the object and

a flash of fear hit him. He had no idea what he was doing.

Harley noticed and took Ryan’s elbow and the lance into

her hands. She positioned them so that it was tucked close to

his body. “You need to keep this close and tight,” she began.

“And aim for the guy’s chest or shoulder.” She patted Ryan

where he needed to hit. Ryan nodded. “The aim of the game

essentially is to knock your opponent from their horse. So

hold on tight when the lance hits you,” Harley cautioned.
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“How do computer games teach you these things?” Ryan asked.

“I also watch a lot of TV,” Harley joked.

The official gave Ryan a time warning. Ryan nodded and

looked back to Harley. She smiled a confident smile and placed

Ryan’s helmet on him.

“You’re gonna kill it,” she said.

Ryan laughed and before he could say another word Harley

closed his metal visor and tapped him on the top of the head.

Jake and the others found Harley to the side of the

jousting track. They were excitedly chatting amongst themselves,

greeting Harley with a smile.

“How’s he feeling?” Eric asked, shielding his eyes from

the sun glistening off the shiny armour.

“Good.” Harley’s tone was uneven and high-pitched,

betraying her words.

They had a clear view of the event. With the wave of a

flag and sounding of a horn, the two opponents took off towards

one another. Mud flew out from under the horse’s hooves. The

galloping was just audible over the crowd’s cheers. Ryan kept

his lance tucked tight to his body. He was in a good position.

He could win. Within seconds Ryan and his opponent had made it

to the middle of the field. The competitor’s lance impacted

Ryan’s shoulder. He dropped his weapon, falling back but

managing to stay on his horse. The officials motioned for the

riders to go back to their posts. Harley picked up his second

lance and rushed to meet him. He slouched over his horse,

holding his shoulder. Aadita joined Harley and jumped up on

the stool to get a better look at him. She took off his helmet.
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“That hurt way more than I was expecting!” Ryan exclaimed,

sucking in deep breaths.

“How’s your shoulder?” Aadita asked, gently moving the

arm.

“Sore,” Ryan grimaced.

“Well at least you can move it. I won’t be able to tell

you much until the armour comes off,” Aadita stepped back.

“Will you be okay to keep going?” Harley asked.

“I’ve played with way worse injuries than this.” Ryan

smiled.

Harley grinned back and handed him his lance. He gripped

it tightly and turned to his opponent. The girls hustled out

of the way. The horns blared and the two riders were once again

charging. The man’s lance struck Ryan again, this time in the

chest. The lance shattered into splinters, leaving an indent

in his armour. Ryan flew from his horse, the shock of the blow

causing him to lose his grip of the reigns. He landed on the

ground with a loud thud. The group gasped.

“Damn, I really thought he had this,” Eric said.

“He’s a twenty-one-year-old from the twenty-first century,

how good did you think he was going to be?” Reb asked.

“Better than that!” Jake exclaimed.

Once the coast was clear, Harley and Aadita raced over to

their fallen friend. Aadita was the first to get to him. She

removed his helmet carefully and asked Harley to hold his head

still. Ryan was in pain, groaning as he tried to fill his lungs.

Two men from the tournament came over with a stretcher.

They pushed the girls out of the way. One of them began to

remove Ryan’s armour.
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“What are you doing?” Aadita held out her hand to block

them. “If he’s broken his spine the armour could be the only

thing that’s holding it together.”

“Woman, ye have no right to be makin’ orders. Leave us

be.” The men shooed her away.

“I’m not going to let you hurt my friend!” Aadita

exclaimed.

One of the men looked over his shoulder and pointed to

Aadita. Aadita turned in the direction of the man's stare and

saw a large guard storming towards them.

“You can’t just have me taken away. I’m trying to help.”

Aadita’s eyes blazed with fury.

“We dinna need yer help,” the man said.

The guard took Aadita and Harley by their arms and began

to haul them away. The girls struggled and yelled. Aadita looked

down at Ryan, who attempted to smile through the pain.

“I’ll be fine, don’t worry,” he told them.

The others came rushing to the girls’ defence.

Eric stood in front of the guard. “Look, you don’t have

to take them away. We’ll look after them.” Without a word the

man tossed the girls at Eric. He caught Aadita but wasn’t able

to hold onto Harley and she fell hard.

“Hey!” Reb yelled as she and Jake lifted Harley from the

ground.

“We promise they won’t be any more trouble,” Eric said.

The guard turned and left, returning to his post.

“Trouble?” Aadita exclaimed. “We weren’t the ones not

doing their jobs.”
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“How can  they treat women with such disrespect? I can’t

believe it!” Reb yelled.

“We need to find where they were taking Ryan,” Aadita

said.

“Corbin will know,” Jake said as he led them off the field.
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CHAPTER XVI

Corbin led the group to the infirmary tent. The tournament

had been a particularly brutal one. Men lay injured outside

with only a thin sheet beneath them. Bandages made from torn

clothes dressed their wounds.

Ryan emerged from the tent, his dented armour dragging

behind him. He saw the group and grinned. “Hey guys.”

“What happened?” Eric asked.

“Not much. They asked me if I could walk and I could, so

they let me go,” Ryan said.

“You’re kidding me?” Aadita shook her head.

“Nope.” Ryan forced a shrug, pain rippling down his torso.

“I feel fine, don’t worry about it.”

“That’s a nasty bruise,” Reb said, pointing to his

shoulder. His shirt had a rip on the collar, the fabric hanging

low, leaving his deep purple bruise in clear view.

“I’m fine,” he said again, lying.
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Corbin chuckled and placed a hand on his shoulder,

squeezing. “Takes more than that to knock ye down for good,

doesn’t it Your Grace?”

“Yep,” Ryan winced.

“Do you think you’re up for some training?” The old warrior

asked. “The melee is two days away and ye need yer practise.” 

“I could practise with you,” Reb offered Ryan.

“You?” Corbin chuckled. “No woman can wield a sword like

a warrior. Nor should they.”

Corbin led Ryan towards the training camp. Reb shook her

head and stormed off in the other direction, disappearing into

the crowd.

“What happened to not splitting up?” Eric asked.

“I think we’re way past that,” Harley said. “And on that

note, I’m going to go look around.”

“I’ll come with you,” Jake followed.

“But-” Eric began.

“Eric, where’s the fun in staying put? We’re in the

freaking middle ages! I’m going to explore.” Harley threaded

her arm through Jake’s and they were gone in seconds.

Eric turned to Aadita and shrugged. “You want to look

around with me?”

“I have to get to Eugene’s. I want to see how Henry’s

going,” Aadita said.  “Sorry.”

She left Eric by himself. He looked around with no idea

what to do. With a sigh, he began to walk back to their tent.

Eric scuffed his feet, his hands in his pockets. They had 
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agreed not to split up and yet he was returning to their

tent alone. He peeled back the flap, his eyes taking a moment

to adjust to the darkness. A rasp of metal brought his head

up. A knight in full armour stood before him, sword drawn,

visor closed. Eric was taken aback, shocked by the scene in

front of him. He searched the room to find the servants were

nowhere to be seen.

“Ryan is that you?”

The knight said nothing.

“I’m going to assume not,” Eric said. “Ah...can I help

you?”

The knight was still silent.

“Were you looking for someone? If you’re looking for Ry-

Prince David, he’s with Sir Corbin,” Eric continued.

The knight relaxed and took off the disguising helmet.

Shiny brown hair unravelled from beneath and Reb looked at

Eric a little bashfully.

“What are you doing?” He exclaimed. “Why are you in Ryan’s

melee suit?”

“Shhh, keep your voice down,” Reb rushed over to him to

shut him up.

“What are you doing?” Eric asked again, this time quieter.

“I’m…” Reb began. Eric waited for her response. “I’m going

to compete in the melee.”

“What?” He yelled.

“Shut up,” Reb said, covering his mouth with her gloved

hand.

He stepped back from her hold. “You can’t. This isn’t a

joke, Reb. You could get killed.”
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“I’ll be fine,” she dismissed him.

“How are you even going to get in?”

“I’ll sneak in before the melee begins. No one is going

to notice another knight in the crowd,” she explained.

“No, you can’t,” Eric said, crossing his arms. “Not only

is this not a joke, women are strictly forbidden to compete in

the melee.”

“Forbidden. What a load of-”

“Reb!” Eric cut her off.  “Stop.”

“I don’t expect you to understand,” Reb said.

“There’s nothing to understand. I don’t want to see you

get hurt.”

Reb squirmed like she did every time Eric showed any kind

of compassion or affection.

He felt her withdraw from him. “None of us do,” Eric added,

hoping it would break the tension.

“You can’t tell the others,” Reb said, panicked.

“I-”

“No, ‘I’ nothing. You can’t tell them, promise me!” Reb

begged.

Eric didn’t know what to say. He looked at her, concern

in his eyes.

“Stop looking at me like that,” Reb said.

“You better take that suit off before someone comes and

finds you,” Eric relented.

Reb nodded before disappearing behind the dividers to get

changed.
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Jake and Harley dawdled among the market stalls within

the castle walls. Harley paused at every shop, lifting up every

piece of jewellery and running her fingers over every silk

scarf.  Jake dragged his feet, not much of a shopper. He enjoyed

watching her, in awe at how wonderful she found everything. He

was surprised that he’d started to like Harley so quickly. 

They were so different, yet there was something about her.

A sales woman walked over to them as Harley was admiring

a beautiful blue and red opal encrusted into a silver pendant.

“That there is Dragon’s Breath opal. The stone is said to

offer ye protection from all the evils that walk this world,”

the lady said.

Harley’s mind drifted to Haviland, absentmindedly rubbing

her wrist where he had hurt her. She shuddered and tried to

shake the thought of him from her mind.

“It’s beautiful.” Harley smiled at the saleswoman. “Do

you make them yourself?”

“Aye milady,” she said.

“Wow, they must take you forever to do. The metal work is

so intricate,” Harley gushed.

“Not forever milady.” The woman frowned at the strange

statement. “Maybe a day for each piece.”

“They really are amazing.” Harley placed the piece of

jewellery back where she found it. She ran her fingers over

the stone one last time before moving onto the next stall.

Jake stared down at the necklace. He looked to see if

Harley was watching. When he was certain she wasn’t, he moved

closer to the saleswoman. “How much is the necklace?”

“Twenty pounds,” the woman informed.
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Jake pulled a small hessian sack out of his pocket. Malcolm

had given him some money for his advice. Even though Jake

refused the coins, Malcolm had insisted. He opened the pouch

and pulled out the money, handing it to the woman.

She picked up the necklace and gave it to Jake, smiling

from ear to ear. “Ye fancy her,” the saleswoman sang.

Jake blushed. He smiled at the woman and put the necklace

in his pocket. “Thank you,” he said, and rushed to catch up to

Harley.
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CHAPTER XVII

“That was fun,” Harley strode into the tent.

“Yeah...” Jake began, stopping when he spotted Eric and

Reb in the midst of a heated discussion. “What’s going on?”

The two hadn’t heard them enter, and halted their dialogue,

acting suspiciously. Reb rolled her eyes and looked away from

Jake. Without saying anything, she moved from Eric and turned

her back.

“Nothing,” Eric said unconvincingly.

“It didn’t look like nothing,” Jake said, his voice

deepened. He stepped forward in an attempt to intimidate Eric.

“Everything’s fine!” Reb snapped.

Jake looked to Reb, the brotherly affection he had begun

to feel for her quickly disappearing. “Whatever,” was all Jake

said as he walked to the other side of the tent.

“So,” Harley skipped forward, attempting to break the

tension. “What does everyone wanna do tonight?”
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Jake walked past the cupboard seeing Harley’s dress hanging

on the outer hook. He looked over his shoulder towards Harley.

He slipped the necklace from his pocket and hung it on the

hanger while she wasn’t looking.

Jake hurried down the long stone hallway. King Malcolm

had summoned him to attend the small counsel meeting. He could

see the two guards posted outside the King’s Court.

“Where are ye off too?” Sir Richal suddenly blocked Jake’s

way.

“Malcolm asked me to-”

“Ye insolent child! Ye will address him as King Malcolm,”

Sir Richal roared.

Jake raised his hands in defence. “Woah.  Sorry.”

“Ye’re not welcome at this meeting.”

“But King Malcolm asked me to be there.”

“Ye and yer claptrap, filling the King’s head with

ludicrous thoughts.” Sir Richal took a step forward, towering

over the boy.

Jake craned his neck before taking a step back. “‘Ludicrous

thoughts’?”

“All that nonsense of raisin’ the people outta poverty.

Givin’ ’em fair work and an education.”

Jake scoffed at the ridiculousness of Sir Richal’s words.

“What are you afraid of?”

“I ain’t afeared of anything!”

“Then what’s the harm? The King wants to help his people.” 

“The King is a child, not fit to rule this country. If he 
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shows weakness to his people with gifts of money and

learnin’, then he will no longer be feared.” 

“You don’t need people to fear the King; you need people

to love him.”

“You dinna ken what ye speak of!  Ye dinna ken the ways

of this land. If the people don’t fear him, they will rise

against him. They will no longer be loyal.”

Jake shook his head. “And where do your loyalties lie.” 

Sir Richal’s face skewed with hate. Before Jake knew it

he had a sharp blade at his throat. He could feel the cold

metal digging into his flesh. Jake’s breath escaped him.

He peered over Sir Richal’s shoulder to see the stoic

guards observing the altercation. They knew they could not do

anything. A man of Richal’s position would have them hanged

for speaking against him. They turned their gazes back to the

front, ignoring the scene.

“My loyalties are to this Kingdom,” Sir Richal spat through

grit teeth.

“Don’t kid yourself, it’s men like you that keep the

wealthy rich and the poor in poverty,” Jake rasped as he could

feel the knife press closer to his neck, a single line of blood

trickling down.

Sir Richal’s eyes conveyed pure evil. Jake was certain

that he was going to die.

“Sir Richal!” King Malcolm’s voice boomed.

Jake and his attacker looked to the King, seeing the guards

move to his side.

“Unhand that man.” The King clenched his jaw. “Jake is my

guest and this is how you treat him?”
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Richal withdrew the knife and shoved Jake from out of his

grip. Jake touched his neck, blood on his fingers.

“This boy is not yer guest. He is not yer friend. This

boy is yer downfall!” Sir Richal yelled. “He fills yer head

with ideas that will be the end of this Kingdom.”

King Malcolm’s glare softened as Sir Richal’s words hit

him. He glanced over his shoulder to see that all his counsel

men and women were watching.

Jake’s eyes met Malcolm’s, both looking as lost as the

other. “Your Grace…”

“I forbid ye from convening with the King from this day

forth,” Sir Richal commanded. Jake went to speak but Sir Richal

cut him off.  “Leave!”

Jake knew that the naive King wasn’t going to come to his

defence. He turned and walked away, not looking back.
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CHAPTER XVIII

“Ye will be needing this, and this, and this…” Corbin

stood in the doorway of their room in the castle, directing

his servants who hustled all over. “Come on young Prince.”

Reb stirred, the clatter rousing her from her slumber.

The absence of traffic and roadworks gave way to a more peaceful

sleep, and she had to take a moment to remember where they

were. Peeking out from under the covers, she saw the sun had

yet to rise, though a pinkish hue spread across the horizon.

The day of the melee had finally arrived.

“Old man, can you try and keep it down, everybody’s still

asleep.”

Corbin dismissed Ryan’s demands with a wave of his hand.

As the door shut behind Ryan, Reb quietly got out of bed

and tip-toed out of the room. As she stepped out into the silent

castle hallway, she could hear Corbin’s voice echoing off the 
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walls heading away. She carefully closed the door behind

her and continued down the hallway after them.

Roosters crowed their morning alarms; the sun struggling

to creep over the city walls.

Ryan strode out of the tent, donned in his melee armour,

followed closely by Percy. Reb ducked behind a neighbouring

tent, waiting for Ryan to leave. She pulled her hood over her

head till it completely hid her face, tucking her long hair

inside.

She entered the tent, her eyes alighting on Ryan’s last

suit displayed temptingly on its stand. The candlelight danced

off the dark metal. Reb moved quickly but quietly. With some

difficulty she got the suit on by herself. She grabbed the

helmet and turned to leave the tent when she caught a glimpse

of herself in the mirror. She stopped and looked at the sight.

A pang of doubt shot through her, freezing her in place. With

a shake of her head, Reb rid herself of its grasp. Her face

hardened and she adjusted her hood before putting on her helmet,

becoming the warrior she felt inside.

She snuck out of the tent, the sun finally making its

presence well-known. Other knights were making their way to

the melee field. They stared in confusion as Reb tried to sneak

through the crowds, inadvertently bringing more attention to

herself. She straightened up, and carried on tall and proud

alongside the fellow combatants.

Ryan stood with Corbin, waiting for his instructions.  
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Each knight had received a red or blue tunic to place

over their suit of armour. Ryan received a red one and was

sent to the front line of the battle with his horse, sword,

and shield.  The student had begun to settle into his role as

knight and prince and found himself looking forward to the

battle. He chatted excitedly to some of the other fighters he

had met through Corbin. All seemed relaxed, with their helmets

tucked under their arms. It hadn’t escaped his notice that a

sizable chunk had been eliminated from the tournament due to

injury, but he did his best to block those thoughts. Ryan rolled

his shoulders, his injured arm still stiff and sore. He tried

to forget about it, burying his worry under his excitement to

get out on the field.

Reb had entered the pack of melee competitors, searching

for Ryan through the sea of metal. Just when she thought it a

pointless endeavour, she ran right into the back of him with a

loud clash.

Ryan turned around and looked at the clumsy knight with

their helmet on. “Are you okay?”

Reb nodded, straightening up after the hit.

Ryan frowned curiously at the knight and reached for the

helmet. “You know you could see a lot better without this on.” 

Just as Ryan was about to lay his hand on the it, the

tournament official called upon the red team. Ryan turned his

head towards the official, forgetting all about Reb. She sighed

in relief. They began to file onto the field. A hand reached

out, grabbing her arm.

“Where is yer tunic?” The official enquired.
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Reb tried to shrug through the heavy armour.

The official sighed in annoyance. “Someone get this man a

tunic!”

Reb was handed a red bib and tugged it on. She sucked in

a few deep breaths, feeling the cool morning air burn her

throat, and ventured forward.

Eric was the first to wake as the sun shone straight

through the only window in the room and right into his eyes.

He shielded his face with one hand, and stretched out wide

with the other. It suddenly hit him: today was the day of the

melee. A rush of panic and fear washed over him. The thought

of Reb battling trained warriors in deadly combat turned his

stomach. He looked to the bed, hoping she was still asleep and

that it was too late for her to join the other knights. She

was gone.

“Guys!” He called, while trying to find his shoes. “Guys.

Get up. We have to go. The melee’s gonna start soon.”

The young adults groaned, unaccustomed to getting up so

early.

Jake stood and moved to put his shirt on when he noticed

his sister was missing. “Where’s Reb?” He asked Eric.

Eric froze, not sure what to say.

“Eric?” Jake pushed.

“Ahhh,” he stalled, trying to think of something to say.

“She went with Ryan to help him prepare.”

Jake was unsure, but figured he had no reason to argue

with him. Eric had a better chance of knowing his sister’s

whereabouts than he did.
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“Come on, let’s go,” Eric rushed them out the door.

The group found a spot within the crowd. The two teams

were in position on the large battlefield. The red team

presented a strong formation. The front line was a force of

twenty strong men on horses with their house shields; some had

swords, others had spears. Behind the horses were a barricade

of men holding six-foot shields. Flanking the shielded knights

were the foot soldiers armed with their swords, shields, bow

and arrows, axes, maces, and various other weapons.

“What’s the aim of this game, anyway?” Aadita asked.

“It’s like a mock battle and one team has to break the

other team’s rank. They pretty much charge at one another until

the other team crumbles,” Harley explained.

“Crap, so Ryan could actually get seriously hurt?” Jake

asked.

“Yeah, I guess. There are typically more injuries, and

even deaths, on the melee fields,” Harley said.

Another pang of guilt hit Eric. He wanted to tell Jake,

but he had promised Reb he wouldn’t. He shifted nervously as

he looked at the battle-ready knights.

“Remind me again, why did we let him go ahead with this?”

Aadita asked, looking concerned. She looked at the field,

foreseeing broken bones and concussions.

Jake and Harley shrugged; they didn’t have an answer for

her.

Eric eyed the field intently, trying to see if he could

spot Reb. He had no chance even catching a glimpse amongst the

throng of men.
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The audience’s excitement intensified as three men with

trumpets walked to the middle of the field. They raised their

instruments and sounded the beginning of the battle. The two

teams charged forward and converged in the centre.

An opening appeared in the crowd of metal chests and a

knight rushed towards Reb. She was quick to block his sword’s

blow. They danced around one another, their swords clanging. 

Reb managed to get the upper hand and knocked him down, his

weapon flying from his hands. She spun on her heel to catch

the next knight charging towards her. She was taken aback by

the hit that knocked her back a few steps. Her sword arced up,

meeting his mid-swing. The man put all his strength into pushing

his body weight against the swords. Reb’s back bent under the

pressure. She managed to get out from underneath him as he

struggled to make purchase on the muddy ground. She raised her

sword, and with all her strength brought it down hard on the

man’s chest. His breastplate caved in and he fell to the ground

in agony. Reb’s helmet begun to feel loose. She adjusted so

she could see out of the peep holes again. She charged forward,

dodging running horses, swinging swords and axes, and side-

stepping any fallen knights.

Out of nowhere, Reb was thrown to the ground. Her face

met the mud hard and the wind was knocked out of her. The back

of her armour crumpled under a powerful blow. She struggled to

roll over onto her back; her chest ached and she fought for

breath. When she finally managed to turn, all she could see

was the sky through the slits of her visor; shadows danced on 
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the outside of her view. She craned her neck to see a

solid giant of a man standing over her. He held an axe high

above his head. In a rush of pure adrenaline, Reb managed to

roll out of the way, the axe just missing her. She scrambled

backwards on her hands. The large knight chased her, holding

his axe, ready to strike again. She was hit from behind, another

fighter running into her in amongst the battle. The hit threw

her to the side, sending her face-first into the muddy field

again. She pushed herself to her feet and the large knight

stopped dead in his tracks. He removed his helmet, a look of

astonishment on his face.

“Woman!” The knight hollered.

Reb moved her hands to her face and felt the cold touch

of her metal gloves. She looked to the ground and saw her helmet

stuck in the sludge. The knight’s shock turned to anger. He

moved fast for a large man, and before Reb knew it, he had her

by the collar of her armour. She thrashed her body around,

trying to shake the man’s grip but she had no luck. He dragged

her across the battlefield.
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Harley tried to follow the action, but there was so much

going on. Until she saw a familiar face. “Ummmm, guys…” She

pointed to the large man dragging Reb across the grass.

“Shit,” Jake kicked the seat in front of him.

They pushed through the captivated crowd and jumped off

the side of the construct. By the time they were out of the

stands, Reb and her capturer had disappeared into the official’s

tent. As Jake ran across the field, he could feel his anger

surpassing his worry. His face burned with anger, his teeth

clenched, his fists balling at his sides. The four of them

raced across the outskirts of the battlefield. They could see

two golden guards enter the tent.

When they burst through the entrance, the men from the

King’s guard had Reb under arrest.

Jake walked straight up to his sister, blocking the guards’ 
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way. “What were you thinking?” The guards tried to pass

him, but he wasn’t ready to move just yet. “Of course you would

do something like this!”

“Move,” one of the guards ordered.

Jake’s eyes blazed and his nostrils flared as he ignored

the man’s instructions. “Dammit, Rebecca.”

“I’m sorry,” Reb said quietly.

“You are such an idiot! Like we didn’t have enough to

worry about,” Jake continued.

“Calm down, Jake.” Eric tried to move him out of the way

of the guards who were beginning to become impatient with him.

“Move now or you’ll end up in the cells too,” the guard

warned.

Jake jerked out of Eric’s touch, his focus still on his

sister. “No, I can’t believe you! You could have been killed.”

Jake threw his hands up in the air. “But now you’re just going

to rot away in a dirty cell.”

Reb became tired of Jake screaming at her. “Well then,

get out of the way so they can take me there!”

One of the guards pushed Jake out of the way and this

time he obliged.

They watched as Reb was dragged out of the tent. Harley

and Aadita looked to Jake.

“What are we going to do?” Aadita asked.

Jake was still furious. “Nothing,” he stormed out of the

tent.

Aadita’s eyes widened and she looked to Harley then Eric.

“We’re not really going to do nothing, are we?”

“No, of course not. He’s just angry,” Harley said.
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“I’ll talk to him.” Eric turned quickly and chased after

Jake.

Jake charged through the crowds as Eric tried to catch

him. Eric bumped and dodged the numerous onlookers. He grabbed

Jake’s arm and spun him around.

“Where are you going?” Eric yelled.

“Back to the castle.”

“What about Reb?”

“What about her?” His expression gave away no emotion.

Eric was taken aback by Jake’s blatant lack of care for

his sister. “She’s your family.”

“She hasn’t been my family for a long time,” Jake said.

Eric fell silent.

“You knew her plan all along, didn’t you?” Jake asked.

Eric averted his gaze from Jake’s furious one. “That’s what

all those hushed conversations were about.”

Eric stammered. “She was hell-bent on competing and she

made me promise not to tell you guys.”

Jake grunted in frustration. “You could’ve come to me! Or

Ryan. Or Harley. Or Aadita. You could have come to us and we

would have helped you talk her out of it. It’s your fault. You

could’ve stopped all this!” Jake began to walk away from Eric.

“Wait.” Eric wrenched Jake back. “You can’t just leave

her in that cell. Not when you can do something about it.” 

“What the hell am I supposed to do?” Jake yelled.

“You know who could get her out,” Eric said calmly.

Jake’s frown softened. He looked past Eric to find Aadita

and Harley waiting patiently to the side. Jake’s eyes met

Harley’s. Jake sighed and abruptly walked off.
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The King sat on his lavish throne with Sir Richal standing

to his right. Sir Richal’s eyes blazed with fury as the door

opened to reveal the boy he had banished walking towards them. 

Jake walked along the red runner that led him to the King’s

feet. His head was bowed and his eyes were downcast as he knelt

in front of Malcolm.

“King Malcolm, I request your assistance to help free my

sister from the castle’s jail,” Jake pleaded.

The room was silent. Jake waited, his heart pounding as

he felt everyone’s eyes boring into him.

“And why would he help you?” Sir Richal asked.

Jake peered sheepishly towards the King. “Because I’m

afraid she’ll die if you don’t.”

Sir Richal spoke on behalf of the King. “What is her

crime?”

“Being an idiot.” Jake could see a half-smile on Malcolm’s

face.

“Answer me!” Sir Richal roared.

King Malcolm raised his hand, demanding silence.

Jake knew he had the King’s ear and decided to play the

part. “I know that I may have offended you with my suggestions

and ideas, but I promise you I meant no disrespect. I merely

put forward what I thought was best for not only your Kingdom,

but your people and now I ask for your help.”

King Malcolm rose, his red velvet cloak draped down his

back and onto the throne room’s floor.  “Just Jake, walk with

me.” He descended the two steps from his throne and stopped 
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when he saw Sir Richal following. “I will not need yer

assistance in this matter, Sir.”

Sir Richal bowed his head. The King led Jake back down

the red runner out of the throne room.

“Where are we going?” Jake asked.

“To free your sister, o’ course.”
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Jake followed the King and two of his guards down a cold,

dark stairway under the castle. One of the guards took a flaming

torch from the wall and guided them through the cells. As Jake

peered in at the prisoners, he could see skinny men and woman

covered in filth. Some of them yelled pleas of mercy to the

King, others tried to attack him through the bars. Jake turned

away from them, feeling useless at the sight of their suffering.

They came to a halt in front of a cell. Jake moved to the gate

and saw Reb sitting on the ground, arms laced through her

neighbouring cell, chatting to someone. He was amazed, in an

aggravated kind of way, that she seemed so casual about being

in a medieval jail. As he looked to see who she was talking

to, Jake realised he knew her. Thea sat across from Reb, her

long curled hair damp and muddy. Her clothes were ripped and

she had purple bruises all over. The gash on her leg that she 
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had attained during the fight with Sampson, had not been

attended to. It lay open and festering. Jake cringed at the

treatment of this poor woman and was suddenly thankful he was

getting his sister out of this place.

“Rebecca,” Jake said softly.

Reb turned her gaze to Jake. She had a red mark on her

cheek; Jake could only assume from when one of the guards got

fed up with her attitude and smacked her for silence. A pang

of guilt shot through him. Reb’s casual demeanor disappeared.

Her face hardened.

“Rebecca of Sun Valley, ye are free to go,” King Malcolm

announced.

“Why?” Reb asked, still on the ground.

King Malcolm was taken aback. “’Cause I pardon you.”

Reb rose to her feet, her frown not budging. She looked

to Thea, who had been thrown into a cell to rot.

The other prisoners let out a mighty uproar, yelling for

the King to pardon them as well. The two guards dashed to the

side of the King and drew their swords. Within seconds, five

more guards were rushing down the stairs to help control the

situation. They drew their swords and bashed them against the

cell gates, forcing the rowdy prisoners away.

“Rebecca, we need to go,” Jake urged.

“What about Thea?” Reb asked Malcolm.

The King, shocked by Reb’s request and unsure how to

proceed, looked to Thea. He saw an injured woman, not much

older than himself, sitting in the cold, dank corner. She smiled

slightly as his eyes met hers and bowed her head in respect

for her King.
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“What is her crime?” King Malcolm asked of his guards.

“She killed a noble knight, Your Majesty,” the guard

replied.

“Because he was going to kill her,” Reb cried.

King Malcolm’s heart fluttered in panic. He felt bad for

Thea, but relaxing the rules more than once would set a

dangerous precedent.

He closed his eyes, blocking his view of Thea’s kind face,

and shook his head. The prisoners began to murmur. When Malcolm

reopened his eyes he saw Reb’s furious glare. He went to

apologise but she stormed off before he could.

Reb rushed up the stairs past Eric and the girls, leaving

them baffled. They re-emerged into the crowds of the tournament,

the horde of people filing out of the stands.

“Where’s everyone going?” Harley watched the procession

of people.

“The melee must be over,” Eric said.

“Over?” Jake asked.

“Let’s head back to the tent - maybe we’ll find Ryan

there.” Aadita led the way through the crowds.

People yelled and shoved them as they walked the opposite

way through the swarms. Finally they came across Ryan. He was

embracing two of his teammates. All of them were grinning and

talking over one another in excitement. Ryan spotted his

friends.

“Hey!” He shouted as he threw his hands up in the air,

happy to see them. He said goodbye to his fellow knights and

joined his friends walking back to their tent. “How good was 
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the fight?” He boasted. When no one answered he repeated

his question.

“We didn’t see it,” Aadita admitted.

“You didn’t see it?” Ryan asked, shocked. “None of it?” 

“We saw the beginning,” Harley said, trying to appease

him.

“What were you doing?” Ryan asked. Everyone fell silent

and turned their gaze to Reb. “What did you do?” He asked her.

Reb rolled her eyes and kept walking. Ryan turned to the

others for an answer.

“She posed as a knight in the melee and got caught,” Jake

explained, his tone still heavy with accusation. “She spent

the last three hours in a jail cell under the castle.”

“Really?” Ryan couldn’t keep down a thrilled laugh.

“It wasn’t funny,” Eric said sternly.

“I know,” Ryan stifled another laugh. “I know. I just

didn’t realise how much of a badass Reb was.” Before anyone

could scold him for his inappropriate response, Ryan ran off

to catch up to Reb. He wanted to hear all about her time in

prison.

Percy rushed around the tent, his hands full of the gifts

and trinkets people had sent to Prince David.

“What are you doing?” Ryan asked.

“I am packing yer things in preparation for the tent to

be disassembled, ye Highness.” Percy continued to hurry around

the room.

“What? Why is the tent being disassembled?” Jake asked.

“Because the tourney is over, milord,” Percy told them.
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“It literally just finished though,” Jake said.

“Aye,” Percy nodded and walked away.

The others went to collect their things. Harley walked to

the cupboard, gathering some sentimental things she had

collected over the last couple of days.

“Miss Harley, where would ye like your dress and necklace?”

Percy enquired.

“Necklace?”

“Aye, milady.” In Percy’s hands was the Dragon’s Breath

Opal she saw at the markets.

Harley’s face went white. “Is this another gift from

Haviland?”

“Not sure milady.”

“Leave them both.” She took one last look at the dress

and necklace, wishing they hadn’t come with such bad memories.

She silently walked away and helped Ryan pack his things.
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“...But I don’t wanna leave it,” Ryan grumbled.

They were all packed, only taking the bare essentials: a

few extra clothes, some food, some wine, and water.

“Why would you want to take it?” Jake asked Ryan, who

stood clasping his sword.

“It might be a good idea,” Reb said.

“Exactly!” Ryan exclaimed, happy that at least one of

them was on his side.

“We don’t know where we’re going or what we’re doing; it

might be helpful to have a weapon if we need to defend

ourselves.”

“Fine,” Eric sighed. “You can keep the sword.”

Ryan celebrated silently with a fist pump. The group looked

around the room one last time.

“Are you guys ready?” Jake called from near the tent’s

exit.
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“Coming,” Aadita said, moving to him.

Harley picked up her things. She smiled at Percy and he

smiled warmly back.

“Good luck, milady.” Percy bowed.

Harley flung her arms around his neck and embraced him

tightly. “Goodbye, Percy.”

He was stunned by the level of affection from the sweet

girl. He blushed, speechless, as he watched her hurry to catch

up to her friends.

Several men worked together to take down the tournament

tents. The fields had previously been busy with the hustle and

bustle of knights and tournament-goers; now they were relatively

empty.  Only the collapsed tents and a few of the Noble Knight

parties remained.

The group stood in the middle of the field, looking from

left to right, unsure where to go.

“Why don’t we just head back to the castle?” Ryan asked.

“Because now the tournament is over they’ll be expecting

you to run home to father dearest in France.” Jake rolled his

eyes.

“We could go back to Eugene’s house maybe?” Aadita

suggested. “At least for the night.”

“I don’t think we have much of a choice,” Reb shrugged.

The group nodded in agreement and headed for the castle’s

gates. Harley strolled next to Jake. They smiled at one another

and continued to follow the rest of their friends.

“Did you like the necklace I bought you?” Jake noticed

she wasn’t wearing it. Doubtful thoughts rushed through his 
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head. Maybe it had been too big of a move. Maybe she didn’t

like it as much as he had thought she would.

“The necklace was from you?” Harley’s eyes went wide with

shock.

Jake’s heart missed a beat and he began to stammer.

“Well…yeah…I just...I just saw how much you liked it and wanted

you to have it.”

“Jake!” She latched onto his arm. “I left it back at the

tent, I thought it was from…”

The others had come to a stop when they had heard the

commotion. Harley looked to the others and back to Jake.

“I need to go back and get it.” Harley began to run back

in the direction they had come.

“Do you want us to come with you?” Jake yelled after her.

“No, I’ll be two seconds. Just wait here for me.”

The group stood huddled in the middle of the path.

Eric shifted awkwardly in the silence. “Do you think we’re

stuck here?” He asked, unsure of whether he wanted to hear the

answer.

“I don’t know,” Reb said softly.

Jake stood with his arms crossed and shoulders hunched.

“We can’t just live our lives out here. We don’t belong.”

“It’s not like we have any say in the matter,” Aadita

said.

“I’m never going to see my family again,” Eric said

quietly. His eyes fell to the floor, a lump rising in his

throat.

“None of us will,” Reb lamented.
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“What if they think we’re dead?” Ryan exclaimed. “It would

kill my mum.”

The group fell silent. No one knew what to say.  They

stood in a quiet huddle, sadness radiating throughout the group.

Eric plonked himself down on the ground, legs crossed and head

in hands. Aadita joined him, placing a hand on his back, sharing

his pain. Ryan paced as a thousand thoughts ran through his

mind. Jake stared absentmindedly into the emptying field. Reb

stepped away from her friends, wanting to hide her worry and

hurt.

“If we got here surely we can get back,” Eric reasoned,

breaking the long silence.

“Maybe there’s a button or a switch we missed in the barn,”

Reb suggested. “Maybe we have to press it to get back home?” 

“Yeah and maybe you can click your ruby slippers together

three times and repeat ‘there’s no place like home’,” Ryan

spat.

Reb glared at him, fists clenched at her side.

“Shouldn’t Harley be back by now?” The group stopped and

turned to Jake. “She’s been gone for a while.”

“Maybe we should head back and check on her,” Eric

suggested.

They all agreed and headed back to the tournament tent.

They rounded the corner and saw their tent still intact.

Their relief was shattered by a scream.
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The cry for help was desperate and full of fear. Jake

spun, his eyes scouring the landscape. Four tents down they

saw Harley, thrashing about in Haviland’s tight grip. A horse

and carriage waited for them with its back flung open.

“Hel-” Harley’s words were muffled by her captor’s hand.

“Over there!” Jake alerted the group.

Haviland grabbed Harley by the waist and flung her inside,

following after her. The drivers whipped the reins, sending

the horses sprinting down a rocky path.

Jake clasped his hair in his hands. “We need to go after

her.”

The hiss of metal rang out as Ryan unsheathed his sword.

Eric’s head snapped towards Ryan, worried about his

intentions. “What about Rule Three: don’t start a war?”

Jake spotted two horses tied to a nearby post. “This is

no time for the stupid rules, Eric.”
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“We’ll need to double-up.” Reb grabbed the reins as Jake

untied them.

Jake climbed onto the saddle and reached down for Aadita.

She held on tight as he lifted her up behind him. “Let’s go!”

They raced off.

Reb took point, with Eric holding on behind her.

“What about you?” Reb asked Ryan.

“You guys go, I’ll catch up.” Ryan waved her off.

Reb nodded and snapped the reins, the horse thundered

forward.

“Young David!” Sir Corbin had managed to sneak up on the

pretend prince. He led his horse, carrying assorted contents

from his tournament tent.

“I need your horse.” Ryan didn’t waste time on

pleasantries.

“Of course. Is everything okay?”

“Haviland has taken Harley.”

Corbin’s jaw clenched. He flung the items off the horse’s

back and Ryan jumped up. “Here, Your Grace. Go! I will be right

behind you.”

Ryan sped off, urging the horse on with everything he

had.

Haviland’s horse and carriage kicked up a wake of dirt

and pebbles. The straight road took a sudden turn. The carriage

was travelling too fast to take such a tight corner; the left

wheels came completely off the road. The drivers prepared for

impact, but sighed in relief as the wheels touched solid ground

once again. They came to a halt.
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“Keep moving!” Haviland ordered.

“We can’t sir,” the driver’s voice shook. The horses reared

up, refusing to budge.

Haviland peered out the window and saw the four students

had gained on them. Harley let out a hopeful murmur. Haviland

jumped out of the back, sword at the ready. “Guard her!” He

snarled. One of the drivers came around and blocked Harley’s

only escape.

Jake and Reb pulled their horses to a stop a couple of

metres away.

“Turn and leave,” Haviland threatened, his sword held in

both hands.

Aadita looked behind her. “Where’s Ryan?”

“We can’t wait for him.” Jake handed Aadita the reins and

jumped down from his horse. He held his hands up, showing he

had no weapons. “Haviland, don’t do this.”

“You speak to me with no respect! Foolish boy!”

Jake took another step forward. “Then I’m a fool who’s

not leaving.”

Haviland roared and lifted his sword. He swung it down in

a wide arc. It stopped inches from Jake’s face. Ryan’s sword

had blocked the blow, the contact sending vibrations up its

length - his timing impeccable.

“Jake, get Harley.” Ryan’s eyes remained on Haviland.

Before Jake could move, the other driver joined them. He

held a small blade in his hand, holding it out in front of

him.

Eric jumped down from his horse, trying to flank the new

assailant. It was a stalemate.
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“What’s the plan Ryan?” Jake inched closer to the carriage.

Eric skirted around the two and behind the driver. He

bent down, picking up a handful of dirt.

“We’re taking Harley and getting out of here,” Ryan spoke

to Jake and Haviland.

“Not if I kill you first!” Haviland put all his weight

behind his sword and shoved. Ryan stumbled backwards, bringing

his sword back up just in time. They connected again and again.

The girls stayed on their horses, trying to keep them in

place. The noise spooked the animals, and they fought to turn

and run.

The driver advanced towards Jake.

“Hey!” Eric tapped his shoulder from behind. The driver

spun around. Eric threw the dirt in his face. He doubled-over,

dropping his blade as his hands went to his eyes, desperately

trying to remove the grit. The security guard in Eric took

over. He spun the driver around, grabbing his right arm and

twisting it behind his back. The man let out a pained shriek

as Eric applied pressure, forcing him to his knees.

Jake ran to the carriage and flung it open. Harley was

crouched in the corner, the other man stood in his way.

“Jake!” She moved forward, only to be flung back inside.

The remaining driver jumped out, his feet connecting with

Jake’s stomach. Jake hunched over, trying to breathe. Forcing

himself forward, he tackled the driver, the two wrestling on

the ground.

Ryan was momentarily distracted. Haviland’s blows rained

down faster, sending him shuffling backwards. His heel caught 
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on the rough ground and he fell. His sword slipped from

his grasp.

“Ryan!” Reb threw her reins to Aadita and descended her

horse. She started towards Ryan.

Ryan reached for the weapon. Haviland kicked it further

away and raised his sword.

“Haviland!” Corbin charged through on his horse, stopping

Reb short before reaching Ryan. He swung his sword down low,

slicing Haviland’s arm as he passed. Corbin brought his horse

back around and dismounted.

“Stay out of this old man.” Haviland kept his eye on Ryan

as Corbin approached. “This is none of your concern.”

“You have always been a concern, Haviland.” Corbin lunged

forward, his whole body weight behind his sword.

Haviland attempted to sidestep the blade, but was once

again hit, this time piercing his side. His sword shook in his

hands, his wounded right arm quickly losing strength. Corbin

continued to move forward, never still. Haviland swung wildly,

his actions becoming desperate. He scrambled backwards towards

Ryan, pulling him by the scruff of his neck to his feet. Within

second’s Haviland’s sword was at Ryan’s throat.

Haviland heaved, “One more step and I kill him.”

Corbin stopped. He did not want to endanger the young

prince he had come to know over the course of the tournament.

He began to surrender his sword. Haviland saw the opportunity

and took it; throwing Ryan to the side he charged forward,

thrusting his sword upward and into Corbin’s stomach. The older

man’s eyes opened wide with shock. Haviland withdrew the blade,

sending Corbin slumping to the ground. Blood covered the weapon.
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Jake was struggling to keep his opponent at bay. The driver

was bigger and stronger than him and Jake was becoming weaker

by the second. Just as Jake felt like giving up, he saw his

opportunity. He moved to the carriage door and swung it open. 

The door impacted with the driver, throwing him into the side

of the cart. Jake paused for a moment, fists raised - ready

for the man to spring and attack him. He watched as the

unconscious driver slid down the side of the carriage. Jake

gasped in a delighted shock. Harley bounded out of the carriage

and jumped into her savior's arms. Their celebration was short

lived as they heard Haviland’s triumphant sneer.

“Corbin the Unbreakable was a foolish old man. He should

have known he was too weak to continue fighting. He was

delusional if he thought he could ever defeat me.” Haviland

pointed his sword at Ryan. “His blood is on your hands.” He

had taken only one step before Corbin’s sword swiped across,

severing Haviland’s Achilles tendon. He fell to the ground

with a pained cry that sent birds fleeing from the scene.

With Haviland on his back, Corbin rose up and plunged his

sword into his chest. His end came quickly with a gurgle and

cough. Corbin fell back to the ground, his hands holding his

stomach.

Ryan hurried to his side. The blood was coming too fast;

he didn’t know what to do. He placed his hands on top of

Corbin’s, applying more pressure to the wound. “You’ll be

alright. You’re not going to die.”

The others looked on. There was nothing they could do.

“Aadita, help! Please,” Ryan begged.
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Aadita moved to Ryan, kneeling next to him - she knew

that nothing could help Corbin now. She placed a sympathetic

hand on Ryan’s shoulder and looked down at the dying man.

“I’m sorry, Ryan. Even if there was something I could do,

by the time we got him anywhere with medical equipment he would

have bled out.”

Ryan’s breath faltered as blood trickled from Corbin’s

mouth. “You’ve never lost a battle. You’re Corbin the

Unbreakable.” With one final shuddering breath, Corbin gave up

his life.

“You will pay for Haviland!” the driver broke free of

Eric’s grip.

“Oh shut up.” Harley spun him around and delivered a

powerful blow. He fell to the ground, unconscious.

The sounds of hooves and voices echoed down the path

through the trees.

Aadita looked back over her shoulder. “We’ve got to get

out of here.”

Reb moved to her horse, Eric following as he climbed up

behind her. Jake and Harley each claimed a horse, quickly

jumping on. Jake looked to Ryan, who was still staring at

Corbin’s body. Jake and Aadita locked eyes, Jake giving her a

subtle nod to help Ryan. Harley gathered the reins of the last

free horse and led it over to them. Aadita grabbed Ryan gently

by the arm, he rose in a daze, glancing at his bloody hands.

She picked up Ryan’s fallen sword and holstered it for him.

Aadita jumped on her horse and reached out for Ryan, “Come

on.”
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They looked to Reb and Eric, all ready to leave. Reb

brought down the reins, urging their horse to lead the way.
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CHAPTER XXIII

The sound of the galloping horses and shouts drew Eugene

outside. “What is-?” He began.

The students stumbled down from the saddles.

“Quick!” Reb panted. She moved to the back of her horse

and slapped its hind quarters, sending it charging off. The

others followed suit, trying to leave no trail.

Eugene ushered the exhausted group into the safety of his

hut. Reb sat Ryan down in front of the fire. The light danced

across his vacant face. She reached out to him, trying to offer

some form of comfort, but resisted. Henry and his mother sat

at the table finishing their meal. The little boy’s face lit

up when he saw Aadita. She returned the grin and walked over

to him. He looked almost a picture of health; his joy warmed

Aadita’s heart. The others watched Aadita look over the boy

she had saved. Seeing the boy in such good health made them 
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realise how amazing she was; saving a boy from the brink

of death was not an easy feat. They would never see her in the

same way.

“Sit, sit.” Eugene motioned towards the fire. The group

obeyed and huddled around the embers. They could smell the pot

of leftover stew still simmering over the firepit.

Eugene gathered as many bowls and cups as he could find

and handed them around. They helped themselves to the food as

Eugene fetched their drinks.

Once their stomachs were full they sat talking with Eugene

and Mary. They spoke of their adventures over the last couple

of days: meeting with Kings, jousting, fighting in the melee,

spending time in the dungeons and being kidnapped. Before they

knew it, the moon was high in the night sky; the beautiful

constellation of stars present for them once again.

“Will ye be stayin’ the night?” Eugene asked.

“If that’s alright,” Harley said. “We have nowhere else

to go.”

“O’ course it’s alright!” Eugene beamed. He looked around

his little home. “There’s not much room in ’ere, unfortunately,

what with the wee one and Mrs ’ere. But there is fresh hay in

the barn, if this is suitable enough for ye.”

“The barn will be fine,” Eric smiled. “Thank you, Eugene.” 

“Ye can make yer way out there. I will get some blankets

for ye.” Eugene scurried away.

They brought themselves to their feet with groans and

moans. Harley placed a hand on Ryan’s shoulder, breaking his

gaze from the flames. She helped him to his feet and walked 
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with him towards the barn. They each smiled at Mary and

her sleeping baby as they said goodnight. Aadita stroked the

little ones head gently. Mary latched onto her hand.

“Thank ye,” she said, gratitude evident in her eyes.

“You are very welcome,” Aadita said, squeezing her hand.

Jake lagged behind his friends. He felt for the coin purse

in his pocket and turned around to face Mary. He reached out

for her hand and placed the hessian sack into her grip. As

Mary’s hands clasped the bag she realised what it contained.

Tears welled in her eyes. She was too overjoyed from Jake’s

generosity to speak, in fear that the tears would escape.

“Take care,” Jake said kindly, moving to catch up to his

friends.

As he approached the barn’s open doors he could see the

rest of the group settling in for the night. Ryan laid with

his back turned from the group. Harley had plonked herself

down next to him, legs crossed in front of her. Reb and Eric

were walking together further into the barn. Aadita had just

entered through the barn doors. Jake stepped inside their humble

abode for the night and smiled at his friends as they all joked

and gibed with one another.

The moment was short-lived - a piercing tone sounded,

causing them to cover their ears. They keeled over, the tone

making their whole bodies ache. This feeling was not new to

them; it was the same deafening tone they heard before they

shifted to the middle ages. A scorching white light filled the

barn. Jake could no longer see his friends. He felt the ground

fall away from him. There was the familiar feeling of a force

pushing and pulling. Then silence.
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Jake opened his eyes. His head ached and his vision was

blurry. He knew he was lying down - face down. Scuffed timber

floors poked splinters into his hands. His ears were ringing;

the piercing sound died down and he could hear the others

moaning. He reached for the nearby counter and pulled himself

up. They were back home, back in their kitchen and everyone

was there. A flash of relief rushed through him before he felt

the blood rush to his head. He moved to Ryan, the closest to

himself, taking his arm to help him to his feet. Aadita was

attending to a cut on Eric’s head, as a result from the shift.

“Okay, I am clothed. Where’s my sandwich!” Steve rubbed

his hands together, now dressed in an old grey-white shirt and

ripped jeans. He stopped as he saw his roommates disheveled

and dressed in rags, sweaty and out of breath. “How long was I

gone for?”

The group shot Steve a mixture of dazed and angry glares.

They were tired, confused, frightened, and happy to be home,

all at the same time.

“Is that a sword?” Steve exclaimed, pointing to Ryan’s

waist.

Ryan looked down at his hip, his sword still in its

holster. He drew the weapon an inch and the sharp metal blade

caught the light of the kitchen. It was real.

“I’m going for a shower,” Reb declared as she trudged

past Steve and up the stairs.

“That sounds like a good idea,” Harley said, following

behind.

Eric went to stand, Aadita helping him to his feet. She 
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grabbed a tea towel from the counter and pressed it to

his head. Eric brought his hand up to hold it in place. “Keep

a bit of pressure on it for a few minutes. Make sure not to

rub it.”

“Thank you.”

“I’ll help you to your room.”

“It’s okay, Aadita.” Eric patted her hand. “I’ll be

alright.”

Aadita followed Eric up the stairs, worried that he might

have a concussion but not wanting to seem overbearing.

Ryan and Jake looked at one another. They didn’t know

what to say. Jake wondered why no one was talking about what

just happened. He went to voice his thoughts but was cut off

by Ryan. “I’m going to sleep, don’t wake me until next year.”  

“What about my sandwich?” Steve threw his hands up in

defeat, yelling after Jake as he walked up the stairs.
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CHAPTER XXIV

Reb and Harley walked side-by-side down the stairs, their

feet warmed by the mid-morning sun beaming down on the wooden

panels. They were washed and rested, still in their pyjamas.

They could hear commotion coming from down in the living room.

Eric was rushing around in the spaced between the lounge and

the kitchen. He was dressed in his ‘Unusual Brew’ uniform,

hovering over stacked milk crates. A lime green band-aid

highlighted his forehead, a small bruise visible around it.

“Did you go to work this morning?” Harley asked, rubbing

her tired eyes.

“What are you doing?” Reb chuckled.

Ryan and Jake joined them, followed shortly by Aadita.

They stared in a daze at Eric, watching him place crate on top

of crate.

“I thought we could use a dining table,” Eric said. He 
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placed a wide wooden plank on top and draped a tablecloth

over it. “Voila, we have a dining table. I got the inspiration

from Eugene.”

“Why?!” Jake asked.

“To make the house look more homey,” Eric answered, placing

six other crates around the table as chairs.

“You really want to stay in this house after what we just

went through?” Aadita asked, shock strewn across her face.

Harley was the first to try out Eric’s makeshift table.

She squirmed as the plastic dug into her skin. “I think we

might need to get some cushions for these chairs.”

Eric grinned at her, happy she liked his new contribution

to the home.

“We can’t stay here, guys,” Jake said.

“I hate to say it, but I think Jake’s right,” Reb agreed.

Ryan stepped forward. “Why not?”

“Because we almost died!” Jake exclaimed. “Multiple times.” 

“We don’t know how or why it happened,” Aadita added.

“I have a theory about that,” Ryan said simply.

“Oh really?” Reb asked sarcastically. “Tell us your big

theory, Einstein.”

“There are multiple theories about time-travel. Einstein's

theory of relativity and theory of general relativity means

the progression of time can alter depending on the pull of

gravity. Or it could be a wormhole, though all experiments and

calculations of proving they exist have proven unsuccessful.

Black holes and cosmic strings are also a possibility,” Ryan

said.

Mouths agape, they all stared at Ryan in shock.
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“Where the hell did that come from?” Harley laughed.

“I’m studying Theoretical Physics, it’s kind of my job to

know,” Ryan said.

They couldn’t believe what they were hearing. Ryan -

handsome, muscular, ditzy Ryan - was a genius.

“Riiiiiiight,” Reb said in disbelief.

“So where does that leave us?” Eric asked.

The group fell silent, none of them wanting to think about

having to leave. They had only just settled into the house.

They were once strangers, now they were friends.

“I can’t stay,” Aadita mumbled. Everyone turned to her,

“I have my studies to think of. I can’t afford to be travelling

around time and space.”

“We don’t even know if it’s going to happen again,” Ryan

offered.

“I can’t take that chance,” Aadita said.

“Neither can I,” Jake looked to Harley, shooting his glance

away before she could meet his.

“Well, I’m staying!” Ryan stepped forward, getting

everyone’s attention.

“Why would you want to after what happened to Corbin?”

Jake asked.

Ryan shifted his gaze to the floor, trying to hide his

hurt from the others. He tried to shake it off. Ryan looked to

his friends, forcing a smile. “We’re in a time-travelling house.

This is the biggest breakthrough in science since Pluto was

reclassified as a planet! No way am I giving this up.”

“You can’t tell anyone about this!” Harley warned.

“I know - I’m not an idiot,” Ryan said.
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Eric turned to Reb. “What do you want to do?”

“I don’t want to go back home,” Reb said. In the corner

of her eye she could see Jake glance at her for a brief second

before casting his stare to the ground.

“I can’t leave. This is the only place I can afford at

the moment,” Eric told them.

Everyone turned to Harley. She sat patiently on the

makeshift chair Eric had laid out for them.

“I’m not going anywhere. This is my first home away from

home. I don’t want to just abandon it. I love our little

family.”

Laughter escaped Reb, followed by Ryan and Eric. Jake and

Aadita felt a pang of guilt hit them, but nothing was going to

change their minds. They had their futures to think about.

As the group moved to the kitchen to start their daily

routine, they were oblivious to the happenings inside the

construct of their home. All around them, built into the walls

was a machine - hundreds of different coloured wires branching

out, each connecting to another. A flash of blue light sparked

from the machine. The light’s in the kitchen flickered, gaining

the group’s attention for a moment. They looked to one another.

“Do you reckon it’s haunted,” Harley joked.

They gave an unsettled murmur of laughter and returned to

making themselves breakfast.
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